2
Dynamics

The

basic

of Ideal

goal of any fluid-dynamical

Fluids

study is to provide

(1) a complete

description
of the motion of the fluid at any instant of time, and hence of
the kinematics of the flow, and (2) a description of how the motion changes
in time in response to applied forces, and hence of the dynamics
of the
flow. We begin our study of astrophysical

fluid dynamics

by analyzing

the

motion of a compressible
ideal fluid (i.e., a nonviscous and nonconducting
gas); this allows us to formulate
very simply both the basic conservation
laws for the mass, momentum,
dynamics)
kinematics.

and the
Because

and energy of a fluid parcel

(which govern its

essentially
geometrical
relationships
that specify its
we are concerned
here with the macroscopic
proper-

ties of the flow of a physically uncomplicated
medium, it is both natural
and advantageous
to adopt a purely continuum point of view. In the next
chapter, where we seek to understand the important role played by internal
processes of the gas in transporting
energy and momentum within the fluid,
we must carry out a deeper analysis based on a kinetic-theory
view; even
then we shall see that the continuum
approach yields useful results and
insights. We pursue this line of inquiry even further in Chapters 6 and 7,
where

we extend

the analysis

and both the internal

2.1
15.

to include

the interaction

state, and the macroscopic

dynamics,

between

radiation

of the material.

Kinematics
Veloci~y and Acceleration

1n developing
descriptions
of fluid motion it is fruitful to work in two
different frames of reference,
each of which has distinct advantages
in
certain

situations.

On the one

hand we can view the flow from a fixed
any property of the fluid, say a, to be a
function of the position x in this frame and of time t,that is, a = a (x, t).
The time and space variation
of a are then described
using a time
derivative (d/dt) computed at fixed x and space derivatives (d/t)xi) evaluated
at fixed t. This approach is generally known as the Eulerian description. In

laboratory frame, and consider

particular, in this scheme we describe the velocity of the fluid by a vector
field V(X, t), which gives the rate and direction of flow of the material as a
function of position and time, as seen in the laboratory frame.
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Alternativcl>,
we may choose a particular fluid parcel and study the time
variation of its properties
while following the motion of that parcel; this
is generally referred to as the Lagrangean description. The time
of the properties
of a Lagrangean
fluid element (also called a

approach
variation

material element) is described in terms of the fluid-~
rarnetime derivative
(D/Dt) (also known as the comoving, or Lagrangean, or material, or
substantial derioatiue). For example, the velocity of an element of fluid is,
by definition,
parcel;

the time rate of change

hence

in the Lagrangean

of the position

scheme

of that particular

fluid

we have

v = (Dx/Dt).

(15.1)

Similarly the acceleration a of a fluid element is the rate of change
velocity during the course of its motion, hence

a = (Dv/Dt).
For nonrelativistic
points

flows, the choice

of view is usually

made

(15.2)

between

purely

of its

the Eulerian

or Lagrangean

on the basis of the convenience

of

one or the other frame for formulating
the physics of the situation under
study; as we show below, derivatives in the two frames are simply related.
In relativistic flows, however, the difference between these tvo frames is
much more fundamental
and has a deep physical significance;
we return to
this point

in Chapter

4.

To relate the Lagrangean
time derivative to derivatives
frame, we notice that (Da/n)
is defined as

(Da/Dt) = ~~~o [CK(Xiwhere

a is measured

t + At, and also,

in a definite

as a result

iiX,

t+

At) –

fluid parcel

of the motion

f_Y(X,

t)]/At

t+

At) ‘IX(X,

(15.3)

at two different

of that parcel,

positions, x and x+ Ax = X+V At, as seen in the laboratory
ing to first order in At, we have
ct(x+fix,

in the Eulerian

t)+(dd?t) At+(rkddxi)

= (I(X> t)+[(dddt)+ IJi(da/d.Xi)]

times,

t and

at two different
frame.

Expand-

Axi

At

(15.4)

= CI(X, t)+(a,,
+Via,i) At,
(cf. $Al

for notation)

and therefore

(15.5)

(Da/Dt) = a,, + via,,.
Equation
notation,

(15 .5) holds for any a: scalar,

vector,

or tensor.

(Da/Dt) = (tkl)at) + (v “ V) CL.
The covariant

generalization

of (15.5),

valid in curvilinear

(Da/Dt) = a,,+ U’a:i

In more familiar

(15.6)
coordinates,

is

(15.7)
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where a,i is the covariant derivative
By

comparing

(1 5.7)

with
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of a with respect

equation

(A3.81)

we

to xi (cf. $A3. 10).

see

that,

in

general,

(Lh/Dt)
is to be identified
that will assume
greater

with the intrinsic derivative (8a/8t), a remark
significance
in our discussion
of relativistic

kinematics.

noted

It

should

be

that

“covariant
form” of an equation
changes of the spatial coordinates

here,

and

in Chapter

3,

by

treating time as absolute and independent.
expression
to mean completely
covariant

In Chapters 4 and 7 we use this
with respect to the full four-

dimensional
spacetime of special relativity.
The value of the formalism provided by (15.7)
vector and tensor expressions
in curvilinear
example, the acceleration,
which in Cartesian

is seen

when we derive

coordinates.
coordinates

Consider,
is simply

a; = v~t+viv~j.
In curvilinear

coordinates
ai=v~,

In particular,

for spherical

the contravariant

~(1) = v::)+

i

+viv~j=v~t+v;v:i+
coordinates

for

(15.8)

we have, from equation

components

the

we mean covariant only with respect to
in a three-dimensional
Euclidian space,

(A3.83),
V,vk,

(15.9)

Hjk

we find from equation

(A3 .63) that

of a are

viv~~)– r(’(z’)z —r sinz .9(0(3) )2,

CL(2= v$hviv7)+2u(’

‘v(*J/r–sin

(15.10a)

13cos 0(v(3))2,

(15.10b)

and
a(s) = vf~)+vivf~) +2v(’)v(3)/r+2
Now replacing the contravariant
equivalent physical components

cot 6)v(2)v(3).

components
via equation

of both
(A3.46a),

Vd, w,
~r=~+vravr
; Vedvr ~_—––(v:+@>
iit

Similar
(15.9).
16.

expressions

Particle

dr

r JO

for any other

Paths, Streamlines,

rSin9f3@

coordinate

a and v with their
we find

1

(15.lla)

r

system

(15.IOC)

are easily derived

from

and Streamlines

[n a moving fluid, the particle path of a particular fluid element is simply
the three-dimensional
path traced out in time by that element. If we label
each

element

by its coordinates

~ at some

reference

time

t = O, then

its
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path is

f
X(g, t) = g+
where

v(~, t) is the velocity,

by ~. Equation

as a function

(1 6.1) is the parametric

as parameter.
The strearnlirtes

V(& t’) dt’

Jo

(16.1)

of time, of the element

equation

in a flow are defined

specified

of a curve in space,

as those

curves

that,

with t

at a given

instant of time, are tangent

at each point to the velocity

of the fluid at that

position
curve

a stream] ine can be written

as the parametric

(and time).

Thus

(dx/ds) = V(X, t)
where

t is fixed and s is a path-length

(16.2)

parameter.

Alternatively,

along

a

streamline,

(dx/vX)= (dy/u,,) = (dz/vz) = ds.

(16.3)

also that if dx lies along a streamline, then v x dx = O. A stream tube
filled with flowing fluid, whose surface is composed
of all the

Notice

is a tube,

streamlines
passing through some closed curve C.
A streamline is the curve traced out in time by all fluid particles

that pass

through a given fixed point in the flow field; streakl ines may be made
visible i n a flow, for example, by injection
of a dye or colored smoke at
some point in the flow.
For steady flows, where V(X, t) is independent

of time, the particle

streamlines,
and streaklines
are all identical;
in time-dependent
three sets of curves will, in general, be distinct.

paths,

flows all

17. The Euler Expansion Formula
Suppose
element

we choose a fluid element located,
at t = O, within the volume
dVO = df(’) d~(z) CL$3)around some point ~. As the fluid flows, in

time this element will, in general, move to some other position x(~, t), and
will occupy some new volume element dV = dx(’) dx(z) dx(3). These volume
elements

are related
~v

=

by the expression

~(x(’), X(2), x(3)/&(l), ,#2), $(3)) df(’) @2’ &3)

(17.1)

= J df(’) d~(2) d~(3) = JdVO,
where

J is the Jacobian

of the transformation

x($, t). The ratio

(17.2)

J=(dV/dVO)
is cafled the expansion of the fluid.
In what follows, we require an expression
the expansion

of a fluid element

as we follow

for the time rate of change
its motion

of

in the flow. From
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(A2.23),
(17,3)

hence
DJ

~rk~x(l) ~x(2)

D

—=

—

Lx

D

~x(3)

(e

r3igLI@ a<~ )
&J2) ~x(3)
~v(l)
~v(2)
+ eiik dx(l)

=eiik ———
d~’ tl~i

———
d<L d~i

d~k

~x(3)

d.$k
(17.4)

We can expand

(dv’ld~i)

as

DJ

—=eilk
Dt

~x(l) ~v(2)

av(’) dxLdx(2)ax(3~

—-——
ax[ a[’

(17.5)

= (dJ/dx’)(dx’/tJ& ’).

(doi/t&’)
Therefore,

a[;

—--+eiik
d<k

~xl~x[3)

———
——
d[i dx’ @ d&k
(17.6)

Writing

out the first term

on the right-hand

side in full, we have

~x(3)

W(’)
ax(3)
The last two terms on the right-hand

ax(z) ~x(3)

,,k

e

+—

———
at’
agi

side of (17.7)

a[k

(17.7)

“

are obviously

identically

zero because the permutation
symbol is antisymmetric
in all indices, while
the first equals (W(l)/~x( ‘))J. By expanding the second and third terms on
the right-hand
side of (17.6) in a similar way, we obtain finally

which is known
The covariant
account

D.J

&)(~)

&J@

-(
Dt

--T)+
8X

ax(z) + ~x(3) )

=

~v(3)
—

J=(V”

V)J,

as Euler’s expansion fornlula.
generalization
of (17.8) to curvilinear

of equation

(A3 .86),

(17.8)

coordinates,

(D In J/Dt) = v:, = g-’’2(2v’),i),i
where

g is the determinant

(cf. 3A3.4).

taking

is

of the metric

tensor

of the coordinate

(17.9)
system
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1$. The Reynolds Transport Theorem
With the help of Euler’s
rate of change

expansion

of integrals

formula,

of physical

we can now calculate

quantities

within material

the time
volumes.

Thus let F’(x, t) be any single-valued
scalar, vector, or tensor field, and
choose l’”(t) to be some finite material volume composed of a definite set
of fluid particles.

Then,

clearly,
gz(~) =

F(X2 t) (iv

Jv

(18.1)

is a definite function of time. At t = O, the material element dV is identical
to a fixed element dVo; at later times dv’ is related to dVO by means of
(17.8).

The

fluid-frame

D%

time derivative

D

Dt = -J
Dt

“t,

of % is then

F(X> t).7dv~ =

DF
~J--F~

~(v,,

dVO

?

—
~+FV.v
-~ v<, (

)

JdVO,

hence

D%

‘F+
Dt

Dt=v
-J(
In view of (15.6)

and equation

D
Dt
-(
Furthermore,
have

~

(A2.48)

F(X, t) dV =

by applying

FV.

f[T

V dV.
)

(1 8.2)

we can also write

dF
~+V

the divergence

“ (Fv]

theorem

1

dV.

[cf.

(18.3)

(A2.68)],

we also

(18.4)
where

S is the surface

bou riding V.

(18.4) are known as the Reynolds transport
of a vector or
theorem; they hold. for any scalar field or the components
Equations

tensor

field.

follows.
change

(18.2)

The

We

through

shall

physical

of the integral

use

these

interpretation

important

results

of (18.4)

of F within a material

repeatedly

is quite
volume

clear:

equals

in what
the rate

of

the integral

of

the time rate of change of F within the fixed volume V that instantaneoLdy coincides
with the material
volume l“(t), plus the net flL[x of F
through the bounding surface of the (moving) material vol umc.
19. The Equation of Continuity
By definition
the

same

the fluid in a material

particles.

The

mass

volume

contained

is always composed

within

a material

of exactly

volume

must
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always be the same;
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hence

(19.1)
Equation

(19. 1.) is a mathematical

statement

mass for the fluid. Now applying
we find

[(Dp/Dt)+p(V

1v

of the law of conservation

the Reynolds

theorem

(1 8.2)

of

for F = p,

“ v)]dV=O.

(19.2)

But the lmaterial volume V is arbitrary, so in general we can guarantee that
the integral
will van ish only if the integrand vanishes at all points in the
the equation of continuity

flow field. We thus obtain

(l)p/Dt)+
or, from

(3(V

“

v) = o,

(19.3)

(15.6),
(19.4)

(W/dt) +V “ (pv) = p,, + (pU’),i = o.
For

steady fZow (~p/dt) = O, hence
v . (p)

For

a one-dimensional

steady

flow

=0.

(19.5)

in planar

geometry

we

then

have

d(pvz)/dz = O 01”
PO= = constant=

where
For

(19.6)

ti,

m is the mass flux per unit area in the flow.

incompressible ffow p -constant,

(dp/dt) = O and from

hence

(1 9.5)

V“v=o.
The

generalization

covariant

systems,

of (19.4),

valid

in curvilinear

coordinate

is
(19.7)

P,t+(P~’);i=o.
For

example,

connection
equation

in spherical
between

(A3.46a)],

For one-dimensional,

coordinates

contravariant

[for

which

and physical

we find, by using equation

spherically

symmetric

for steady

flow, implies

is the mass flux through

is given

by

that

simplifies

= O,

to
(19.9)

that

4nr2pv, = constant=
where ~

(A3.86),

flow, (19.8)

(iip/dt) + r-2[d(r2pu,)/ilr]
which,

g”2 = rz sin (3 and the

components

a spherical

h,
shell surrounding

(19.1.0)
the origin.
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Finally,
by applying the
function F = pa, we see that

a-q

Reynolds

transport

theorem

(18.2)

to

[%?’’”@”v’l’”

‘Jy{’%+~[%+’’v”v’lldv
which, in view
identity

of

the

equation

D
-J
Dt

Similarly,

by combining

~

(19.12)

p(lld?lt)
In (19.12)

the

of

continuity

padV=

1v

with

‘g

(18.3),

(19.3),

yields

the

Clv.

useful
(19.12)

we find the useful result

= [a(pa)/dt]+v

and (19.1 3), a may be a scalar

“911)

. (paV).

(19.13)

or a component

of a vector

or

tensor.
20.

Vorticity

and Circulation

The vorticity m of a fluid flow is defined

to be the curl of the velocity

field:

W=vxv.
In Cartesian

(20.1)

coordinates
(20.2)

OJL= eiikvk,l.
We shall see in 321 that m provides
of the fluid at each point
flow

to be one for which

a local measure

in the flow. Ilerefore

equation

(A2.56)

an irrotdord

m= O. Such flows can be described

potential & defined

velocity

of the rate of rotation

we define

to be such that
we have m = Vx (V@) =0.

v = V$,

by a scalar

because

then

A vortex line is a curve that at each point is tangent to the vortex
at that point. Thus if dx lies along a vortex line we have

generates

a parametric

curve

with s as the parameter.

must also have m x dx = O along a vortex

$c
where
curve,

Clearly

we

line. A vortex tube is the surface

generated by all vortex Iines passing through some
fluid.
The circulation in the flow is defined to be
r=

vector

(20.3)

(dx/coX)= (dy/coY]= (dz/coz)= ds,
which

by

V“dx

closed

curve

C in the

(20.4)

C is a closed curve. Suppose, in fact, that C is a closed material
that is, a closed curve composed of a definite set of fluid particJes.
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Then
is

the time rate of change

of the circulation

But, by (15.1), on a material
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around

that material

curve

= d (llx/13t)

= dv,

curve we have [D(dx)/13t]

hence

(D~/Dt) = $

(Dv/Dt) . dX+ j

c

(Dv/Dt) . dX+

V . d, = $
c

c

fc

c@’).
(20.6)

However U* is a single-valued
scalar function, and its line integral around a
closed path must be identically zero. Hence we obtain Kelvin>s equation

(Dr/Dt) = $ (Dv/Dt) . dx.
c
The

strength of a vortex

(20.7)

(or the jlux of vorticity) is defined

tube

to be
(20.8)

where

S is the cross

surface

of the tube.

By Stokes’s

section

strength

of a vortex

tube equals
x=

Because
follows

the

by a closed

theorem

dS=

of the vorticity

divergence

theorem

curve

(A2.70),

the circulation

(Vxv).

~s

the divergence

from

enclosed

$c

C lying in the

we then

see that

the

in the flow:

,.dx=r.

is identically
(A2.68)

that

(20.9)
zero [cf. (A2.54)],
the

it

flLLx of vorticity

co “ dS integrated over a closed surface S, which is composed of two cross
sections S1 and S2 of a vortex tube (bounded by closed curves Cl and C*)
and the segment
of the tube joining
them, must be zero. Furthermore,
because
co by definition
lies along the tube, it is obvious that m “ dS must
be identically zero on that part of the closed surface. We must therefore
have

Js,

(Vxv).

n,dS+

Js,

(Vxv).

n2dS=21+22

=rl–172=0,
(20.10)

where in choosing the sign of 17z we have recognized that nz, the outward
normal on Sz, is opposite in direction to the positive normal (in the sense
of being right handed)
defined by the circuit of C~. Thus we have
Helmholtz’s vortex theorem: the flux of vorticity across any cross-section
of
a vortex
closed

tube

surface

is constant,

or,

equivalently,

lying on the surface

of a vortex

the

circulation

tube is constant.

around

any

It should be
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noted

explicitly

that the fluid particles
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that define

the surface

of a vortex

tube at one time will not in general lie on its surface at a later time. Thus
(20.1 O) does not automatically
imply that r around a material curve is
constant;
we return to the question of when (11~/fit) = O in $23.
The covariant

generalization
m’=E

where

E ‘ik

equation
equation

of (20.2)
tik

is the Levi -Civita

(A3 .95).
(A3 .96)

For

tl~;i=g

-“*(rJk,i

tensor,

example,

is
–

(20.11)

Ui,k),

and the second

in spherical

equality

coordinates

is proved
we find

in

from

and
(20.1 2C)
Finally,
associated

we note that the vorticity m is in reality a pseudovector,
and has
with it (cf. $A2. 11) an antisymmetric
second-rank
tensor
Q,i = eiikcdk = vi,, – Ui,i,

where we used equation
(A2.20).
This
fluid kinematics,
as we will now see.

21.

The Cauchy–Stokes

Decomposition

tensor

(20.1 3)
plays

a prominent

role

in

Theorem

Let us now analyze in detail the instantaneous
motion of a fluid. Consider
the nature of the flow field in the neighborhood
of some point O, which is
away from O.
moving with velocity V“, and let ~ be a small displacement
Then

which

to first order

shows

that

the relative

velocity

can be expressed

this tensor
velocity gradient tensor uii. Decomposing
and symmetric part (cf. $A2.5), we have

t+(g) = t!? +;(vi,i
Each of the terms
physical interpretation.

in terms

of the

into an antisymmetric

– ?Jj,i)&; +$(vi,j + ?)i, i)p.

(21.2)

on the right-hand
side of (21.2) admits of a direct
First, we see that the element undergoes a transla-

the second term, consider
first the
tion at a velocity V“. To interpret
rotation
of a rigid body with an angular rate COK around some axis n
through 0; write COR= ti,<n. Then the linear velocity of any point at a
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~ in the body is
vR=coRx&

Now the second
antisymmetric

term of (21.2)

(21.3)

is a sum of the form fi,i~i where

fijt is the

tensor
hi, =+(vi,i – vi,,).

As is shown

in equation

(A2.63),

(21.4)

this particular

sum can be rewritten

as

6 x & where fi is the vector dual of the tensor fi. From (21 .3) we then see
that the physical interpretation
of the second term of (21.2) is that in the
vicinity of O the fluid rotates with an effective angular velocity fi. To
calculate

the rotation

rate we use (21 .4) and equation

(A2.60)

to find

tit = $ei’~fii~ = ~eii%~,j = $(curl v)’ = ~01,
which shows that the
Vorticity of the flow.
The symmetric

local

angular

velocity

fi

(21 .5)

is equal

to one

half

the

tensor
E,i = $(vi,j + Vj,,)

(21.6)

appearing in the third term of (21 .2) is known as the rate of strain tensor,
for, as we shall now see, it describes how a fluid element in the neighbo~-hood of O is deformed

by the flow. In Cartesian

(dvx/dx)
E =

~[(@,/dX)

(

coordinates

+[(dvx/ay) + (f3vy/dx)]
(dvY/dy)

+ (@/dy)]

+[(dvz/c3x)i- (dvx/az)]

;[(dvx/az)

+ (dvz/dx)]

i[(~’@~)+

(@/dY)l

(avz/az)

~[(dvz/dy) + (r3vy/(3z)]

)
(21.7)

The

diagonal

elements

E(i:,(i) are called

the

normal rates of strain. As

shown clearly in Figure 21. la for the velocity field v = (x, 0, O), these
components
represent
the rates of stretching or contraction along the
(x, y, z) axes. The off-diagonal
terms Eti equal half the rate of shear
deformation, that is, half the rate of decrease of the angles be~ween the
edges

of a paral Ielepiped

orthogonal
of change

of fluid originally

having

its edges

along

the

coordinate
axes. For example, Figure 21.2 shows that the rate
of the angle a between two line elements dx and dy originally

along the x and y axes is (da/dt) = –[(dvX/dy) + (duy/axj].
From fundamental
matrix theory we know that any

real

symmetric

matrix can be diagonalized by a suitable rotation of axes, and that when
this is clone the diagonal elements of the transformed
matrix are equal to
the (real) eigenvalues of the original matrix. The eigenvalues A of E are the
roots of the secular equation (or characteristic equation) obtained by setting
to zero the determinant
lE-All=lEii

-A8,il=0.

(21 .8)
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Fig. 21.1

(a) Stretching

flow. (b) Flow with shear and vorticity.
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--0

Fig. 21.2

Angular

deformation

of fluid element

.—.

in shearing

flow
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By expanding

the determinant

we find the cubic

k3– Ak2+BA–
A, B, and

where

C are the three
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equation

C=0.

invariant

(21.9)

(under

rotation)

and
C = lEijl= eijkEilEj@k3.
The

(21.12)

A is clearly the trace of E; in this particular

invariant

case it is equal

to the divergence of the velocity field and is called the dilatation of the flow.
Equation
(21 .9) yields three eigenvalues.
To

show

coordinates

that

A,

B, and C are,

we can proceed

in fact,

in two different

invariant

under

ways. First,

rotations

of

we can argue that

because E is a definite physical entity regardless of the coordinate
system
this will be true only
chosen, the matrix ELj must have unique eigenvalues;
if the secular equation is unique and hence its coefficients A, B, and C, are
unique.

Alternatively

we can direct Iy perform

two coordinate

systems

where

used equations

we have

as described

in 5A2.4

a transformation
and ~A2.8.

(A2. 12), (A2.29),

between

We find

and (A2.30).

Associated
with each of the three eigenvalues
of E is an eigenvector.
If
tbe eigenvalues
are distinct, the eigenvectors
are orthogonal;
if not, the
three
define

eigenvectors

can be orthogonalized.

the principal

of strain

tensor

axes

These

three

becomes

diagonal.

The

eigenvalues

principal rates of strain, that is, the rates of stretching
the principal

axes.

orthogonal

(or principal directions) relative

Because

the principal

rates

vectors

to which the rate

themselves
give the
or contraction
along

of strain

are,

in general,

unequal, a spherical element will be deformed into an ellipsoid, as we will
now show.
Consider
the expression
f“= ~(vk,ix;xk) where x is an infinitesimal
displacement
from O; this expression
is quadratic in the coordinates
x‘, and
hence in general represents
an ellipsoid. The vector normal to the surface
f= constant is given by Vf. Consider a region so small that vk,j can be taken
to be constant; then the components
of Vf are
~(Vk,iXJXk),i = $V~,i(8~Xk + 8~Xj) = ~(VL,j+ Vj,i)Xi = Eiixi.

(21.16)
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But this expression is just the contribution
from the rate of strain tensor to
the velocity of x relative to O. Thus we conclude that the velocity associated
with strain of the fluid is normal to the level surfaces
v~,;x ix k = constant
which define the rate of strain ellipsoid. Along

(21.17)
the principal

axes, which are

normal to the surface of this ellipsoid, the fluid moves i n the saline direction
as the axes, and therefore the principal axes remain mutually perpendicular
during the deformation.
‘I-bus in these directions,
and only in these
directions,
the fluid undergoes a pure expansion
We can summarize our analysis of the motion

or contraction.
of a fluid by the Cauchy -

Stokes decomposition theorem: at each point in the flow the instantaneous
state of motion of a fluid can be resolved into a translation, plus a dilatation
along three mutually perpendicular
axes, plus a rigid rotation of these axes.
2.2

Equations

of Motion

22.

The Stress Tensor

The

forces

acting

and Energy

on a fhid

may be divided

into

two types.

First,

body

forces, arising from external agents such as gravitation,
act throughout
the
surface
forces
act on a
whole volume of an element
of fluid. Second,
\,o]Lime e]emellt of fluid at its boundary surface; we describe
these surface
forces

in terms

of fluid

stresses

acting

on the surface.

As we will see in

Chapter 3, fluid stress results from the transport of momentum
fluid by molecular motions; an example is the pressure within

within the
a gas.

Consider
a planar material surface (i.e., composed
of a definite set of
particles) dS located at position x in the fluid, and oriented with normal n.
Let t be the surface

force

across

this element

exerted

by the fluid on one

side (the side containing n) on the fluid on the other side. In general, this
force will depend not only on the surface element’s position x, but also on
element
its orientation
n, so we write the total force that the surface
a moment’s
reflection
shows that
experiences
as t(x, n) dS. Furthermore,
the force exerted across the surface element by the fluid on the side away
from n on the fluid on the other side is –t(x, n) dS. But we could also
regard

this force

as t(x, –n) dS; hence

we Conciude

function of n.
that is, that t is an antisy]nmetric
Because the directions of t and n do not generally

that t(x, –n) = –t(x, n),
coincide,

the fluid stresses that give rise LO t must have associated
independent
sets of directional
information,
hence we

we infer that

with them two
conjecture
that

stress lmust be a second-rank
tensor. To demonstrate
that this is so,
suppose that an elementary
tetrahedron
located at a point P finds itself in
equilibrium
under the action of surface
forces in the fluid. (For the
moment, the recluirement
of equilibrium
is arbitrary,
but in S23 we shall
see that the stresses at a point in a fluid are, in fact, always in equilibrium.)
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4
c

-t*

–i <
S2

x
Fig. 22.1
As shown in Figure

Stresses
22.1,

acting on elementary

choose

tetrahedron n.

three faces of the tetrahedron

to lie in the

coordinate
planes, and let the slant face ABC with normal n have surface
area S. The surface areas of the other three faces are evidently SI = n ~S,
Sz = nzS, and S~ = n3S, where n, is the lth component
of n. Next, as above,
let the surface force acti rig on a face with normal m be t(m). In particular,
for

notational

convenience,

write

t(i) = t,,

t(j) =&,

and

noticing that S1, S2, and S3 are oriented
along –i, –j,
we see that to achieve equilibrium
we must have
t(n)S + t(–i)S1

+ t(–j)S2

+ t(–k)Sq

or, using the fact that t(n) is an antisym metric

Expressing

SL in terms

function

Then,

respectively,

(22.1 a)

= O,
of n,

of ni and S we then have

Now let t, denote the ith component
of t(n), and let ~,
component
of 4,. Then (22.2) states that
ti = n;T. ,,.
Because

t(k) =/3.

and –k,

t and n are independent

vectors,

denote

the ith

(22.3)
we conclude

that ~., must be the
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components

of a second-rank

tensor

T called the stress tensor. The diagonal

elements of T are called normal stresses, which is appropriate
gives the normal component
of the surface force acting
element

that

off-diagonal

is oriented
elements

perpendicular

are called tangential

to the

ith

because T(i)(t)
on a surface

coordinate

stresses (or shearing

axis.

The

stresses).

To

be consistent with the theory of elasticity, it is conventional
to take stress
to be positive when it exerts a tension force and negative when it exerts a
compressive
force on a body.
For a fluid at rest we know from experiment
experiences

only a force

that every element

norlmal to the surface

of the element,

of area

and that this

force is independent
of the orientation
of the element.
Such an isotropic
normal stress with zero tangential stress is called a hydrostatic stress. The
surface force t in this case must be proportional
proportionality
independent
of the orientation
empirically
support

to n, with the constant of
of n; because
we know

that the force in a fluid is always compressive

tension

forces),

we write the constant

(i. e., fluids do not

as –p. Then

tj = Tiini = –pi,
from

which

pressure.

we recognize

that

(22.4)

p is to be identified

The only form for T that can guarantee

with the hydrostatic

(22.4)

for arbitrary

Tij = –p ~ti

❑

is

(22.5)

or
(22.6)

T=–pl
which is indeed

an isotropic

stress.

Equation

(22.6)

applies

to all fluids at

rest.
If the fluid is ideal, then it is nonviscous

and will not support

tangential

stress even when the fluid is in motion. The stress acting across a surface in
an ideal fluid is thus always normal to the surface; hence (22.5) or (22.6)
gives the stress tensor in an ideal fluid whether it is in motion or not. A

nonidecd fluid (ie., a real fluid) will not support tangential
at rest, but can do so when it is in motion;
takes a more general form:

stress when it is

for such fluids the stress tensor

(22.7)

T=–pl+u
or

(22.8)

Tij = ‘p titi + Oii.
The tensor
in $$25,

23.

u is called the viscous stress tensor;

we discuss

it in some detail

30, and 32.

The Momentum Equation

CAUCHV’S13QUA7TON
OF .MOTION
Consider a ]material volume 1“ whose boundary surface lies entirely
the fluid. Then the principle of conservation of linear momentum

within
asserts
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that the time rate of change
element

equals

of the momentum

the total force
D

-J

Dt ~

acting
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associated

with the material

on it; that is,

.vdv=J-v

fdv+~

tds.

(23.1)

On the right-hand side of (23.1) the first term accounts for body forces and
the second for surface forces. Now using the identity (19. 12) we have

J-v
and thus from

Because
be

(22.3)

and the divergence

the volume

guaranteed

‘-’dv=~f’dv+~
“ds
element

only

theorem

T is arbitrary,

if their

i ntegrands

(A2.67),

equality
are

(23.2)

of these integrals

identical.

We

thus

can

obtain

Cauchy ’s equation of motion
(23.4)

p (Dvi/Dt) = f’ + T(;
or
pa=
In deriving

(23.5)

p(Dv/lDt)=f+V

we have made no special

(23.5)

“T.
assumptions

mechanisms
producing
the stresses, and therefore
general.
For an ideal iluid, (23.5) reduces to

the

about the physical
equation

is quite

p(Dv/Dt) = f –Vp

(23.6)

or

(23.7)

p (D~i/Dt) = p (Vi,t+ ~iv~,i)= fi – P,,,

is known as Euler’s equation of motion or Euler; s momentum
equation. It is worth noticing here that the familiar pressure gradient term

which

on the

right-hand

side

gradient of a scalar,
stress tensor.
SYMMETRY

Armed

PROPERTIES

of (23.6)

but is in reality

or (23.7)

is not,

the divergence

strictly

speaking,

of an isotropic

the

diagonal

OF WI E STRESS TENSOR

with (23 .2] we are now in a position

to prove that the stresses

in a

fluid are in equilibrium.
Suppose a volume element has a characteristic
dimension 1; then its volume V scafes as 13, while its surface area S scales
as 12. Thus we see that
1-2

Js

tdS =0(1),

(23.8)
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and hence

in the limit as 1 ~

the sum of the surface

O the integral

forces

vanishes.

over the sulfate,

As this integral

our assertion

equals

is proved.

Furthermore,
by invoking
the principle
of conservation
of angular
momentum, we can prove that the stress tensor is symmetric. Thus, demanding that the time rate of change
element

equal

of the angular

the total applied

torque

momentum

of a material

we find

(23.9)
where we used (19.12)
and the fact that (vxv) =0. In (23.9),
position vector from the fixed origin of coordinates.
Now writing
component
surface

form,

integral,

(Y

and

applying

the

divergence

theorem

x is the
(23.9) in

(A2.67)

to the

we find

eij~xi[p(Duk/Dt) –f’]

dV =

eii~xitkdS =

Js

eiikx‘T%L dS

(s

(23.10)

—
(eii~xiT1k),,dV.
-! v
Because

l’” is arbitrary,

hence

(23.10)

implies

that the integrands

must be equal,

eiikx’[p(Dv~/Dt) – f k – T~~]– eiikx~[TLk= O.

But the first term is identically

zero by virtue of Cauchy’s

(23.11)

equation.

Hence

etikx~~T~k= ei,k L3~T1k= eiikTik = ().
Writing
TZJ =0,

out the
(T23–

last
’32)

equality

=0,

(“r3,

in (23.12)
–

T13)

=

(23.12)

in components

O, whence

we have

it is obvious

T,i = Tii,
which proves
The

(T, z–

that
(23.:13)

that T is symmetric.

validity

of the result

that the fluid is incapable

just

obtained

of transporting

hinges

on the tacit

assumption

angular

momentum

(and hence

stress couples) across a surface by some internal process on the microscopic
level; such fluids are called nonpolar, and include most gases. Certain
non-Newtonian
fluids (cf. $25) and polyatomic gases can transport angular
momentum
fluids have

on the microscopic
both a symmetric

tensors

[see

points].
fluids.

Henceforth

THE

e.g.,

(Al, $5.11

scale; these are called polar fluids. Such
and an antisymmetric
part to their stress
and

in this book

S5. 13)

for further

we will deal

discussion

exclusively

of these

with nonpolar

MOM EN!7U M FI.UX DENS IT/

The morn
en tum equation can be cast into another
of motion
Taking the sum of the equation

pv:, = fL–pviv;;

+T:j

extremely

uscf u I form.

(23.14)
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and the product

of the velocity

with the equation
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of continuity

Vip,, = –V’(pz)i),j

(23.15)

we find
(pv’),

=fi

– (pu’vi),i + T:\= fL – ~j

(23.16)

where
I-[ii=pviv’
When

integrated
d

over a fixed volume

– Tii.

(23.17)

in space,

equation

(23.16)

gives

pvidv=~v
fidv~v r,jdv=~vfdv~~ ,HinidS.

-1
at

“

(23.18)
The

left-hand

side is the rate of change

of the ith component

of momen-

tum contained
in the fixed volume. The first term on the right-hand
side
accounts for the rate of momentum
transfer by external forces, and the
second

must be interpreted

bounding

surface

(obvious

as the rate of momentum

flow out through

the

for ,fi = O).

Thus [[ii gives the rate of flow of the ith component
of the momentum
through
a unit area oriented
normal to the jth coordinate
axis; it is
therefore
called
ideal fluid

the

tensor. in particular,

flux-density

momentum

for

an

r[ii= ~viVi + P tiij,

(23.19)

Iliini = pvivjni + prz,= [pv(v mn)+ pn]L

(23.20)

so that

which shows that l-l:i accounts
macroscopic

for momentum

flow and microscopic

particle

transport

motions.

in the fluid by both

We will see in Chapter

3 that the same results can be derived from kinetic theory and also can be
extended to include viscous terms. In Chapter 4 we will see that I-Iii has a
natural relativistic generalization.

CURV(LTXEAR

COO RD~Al13

The covariant

of Cauchy’s

generalization

equation

of motion

is

pa’ = f’ + T~i.
The

covariant

of Euler’s

generalization

equation

(23.21)
of motion

is simply

pai = 5 – p,L.
We cannot proceed
further with
detail the form of the stress tensor;
until $26. In Euler’s

the acceleration

Cauchy ’s equation
we therefore

until

we specify

defer discussion

in

of (23.21)

for
we need only use the correct expressions
in $15) and for VP. For example, in spherical

equation

(derived

(23.22)
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coordinates

we have

For
force

one-dimensional,

spherically

symmetric

flow

under

a gravitational

f“ = – G.Mp/r2,we have si reply
(dv,/dt) + v,(dv,/dr) = –p-’(dp/dr) - GX/r2,

For steady flow, the first term on the left-hand
(d/dr) can be replaced
[see (23.37) below].

HYDROSTATIC

In a static

(23.24)

side is identically

by (d/dr); we can then integrate

zero, and

(23.24)

explicitly,

EQUILIBRTUM

medium

v = a= O, hence

Euler’s

equation

reduces

to

Vp =f,

(23.25)

from which we can determine
the pressure stratification
in the fluid. For
instance,
consider a plane-parallel
atmosphere
with homogeneous
layers
parallel to the (x, y) plane, stratified under a force f = –pgk where g is the
(constant) acceleration
of gravity. Then (23.25)
implies that p = p(z) and

(dp/dz) = -pg.

(23.26)

Suppcme the gas has a mean molecular weight w and obeys
gas law. Then in an i.so[herma~ atmosphere we can write

(dp/dz) = -(g~m~/kT)p
where

the perfect

= –p/H,

(23.27)

H is the pressure scale height. In the atmosphere

of the Sun H is of

the order

of 100 km; for the atmosphere

thousand

kilometers.

Integrating

of an early-type

star it is a few

(23 .27) we have

p = POexp [–(z – zO)/H]

(23.28a)

zJ/H].

(23.28b)

or
P = PO exp [–(z

Equation

(23.28)

scale height

–

is valid only for an isothermal

is constant;

but it can be generalized

.--...

atmosphere,

for which the

to an atmosphere

with a

“

DYNAMICS
temperature

gradient

p=poexp
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by writing
z

–
[gw~~/kT(z)]
{J Zo

dz = POexp
}

‘“4

[-~

(23.29)
In this case the density

is most easily computed

given p(z) and T(z).
Notice that if we use the cohmm-mass
variable, equation (23.26) becomes

from the perfect

gas law,

drn = –p dz as the independent

(dp/drn) = g

(23.30)

p=grn+po.

(23.31)

whence

Here

m is measured

downward

into the atmosphere

(i.e.,

in the direction

of gravity). Equation
(23.31) holds whether or not the material is isothermal and shows why the column mass is the natural choice of coordinate for
problems

of hydrostatic

BERNOULLI’S

From

equilibrium.

EQLJATION

the vector

identity

(A2.59)

with a = b = v we find

(V. v)v=+vv’–vx(vxv),

(23.32)

hence
(Dv/Dt)
which is known

= (dv/dt) –v x (v x v) + V(+v’),

as Lagrange’s

(23.33)

acceleration formula. Suppose

now that the

so that it can be written
external force f acting on the fluid is conservative
as the gradient of a potential @, that is, f = –p V@. Then Euler’s equation
of motion

for an ideal fluid becomes

(av/dt)-vx(vxv)
We can derive an important

integral

Let ds be an element

a streamline.

quantity

+v(&l’)+p-’

vp+v@=o.

of this equation

of length

(23.34)

by integrating

along any path. Then

a,

ds “ Va = a,i dx’ = da
da is the change

where

streamline,
zero.
force

it is parallel

in a along
to v, hence

(23.35)

ds. Furthermore,
if ds lies along a
ds “ [v x (V x v)] must be identically

Using these results’ in (23.24) we see that in a conservative
the integral of Euler’s equation along a streamline
is

J
This equation
because,

different

along

for any

(dv/~t) . ds+~v’+

I

is valid for unsteady

C(t).

flow, but applies only instant

streamline
in unsteady
sets of tluid particles at different times.
in general,

a given

alp/p+@= constant=

field of

(23.36)
by instant

flows is composed

of
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For steady flow (23 .36) simplifies

$V’+
where

now C is a constant

differ from streamline
we obtain Bernoulli’s

J

to

dp/p+@=C

for all time

to streamline.
equation

(23.37)

along

each

streamline,

For incompressible

but may

flow (p= constant)

&J2+(p/p)+@=c.

(23.38)

Explicit forlms of (23.37) can also be obtained fol- bmotropic flow, in which
p is a function of p only. For example, for a poiytropic gas p ~ p’ and we

find
For

@2+[-y/(y–

an isothermal

flow

l)](p/p)+@

p CKp and

(23.37)

~vz+
(kT/wrnH)

(23.39)

= c.

yields

In p+@=

C

(23.40a)

~v2+(kT,,prn~) in p+@=

C.

(23.40b)

or

Another

general

integral

of the momentum

equation

can be written

the case of irrotational flow, for which V x v = O and therefore
for barotropic

flow (23.34)

becomes

‘[(’@’dt)+$v2+J
We can now integrate

for

v = V@. Then,

(23.41)

(23.41)

dp’~+ol=0
an arbitrary flow line to obtain

along

(&j/at) +;V2+

alp/p+’m = c(t),

J

(23.42)

where C(t) is a function of tilme, but has the same value everywhere
in the
flow field. Equation
(23.42) is known as the Bernoulli-Euler equation for
potential
linc for

flow. It is worth emphasizing
that (23.37) holds along a strean~steady flow, while (23.42)
holds along an arbitrary
Iine for a

time-dependent

but irrotational

flow.

KELVIN’S CIRCULATIONTHEOREVl
1n $20

we derived

Kelvin’s

equation

for the time

rate

of change

of the

circulation

(D1’/Dt) =
where

C is a closed

equation

material

in a conservative

(D!Z/Dt) = -$

curve.

force

(VO) “ dx–$
c

4c

(Dv/Dt) . dx,
Substituting

(23.43)

for (Dv/Dt) from Euler’s

field we have

P-’(vp)

“ dx= –$

c

c

dd~–$

alp/p,
c
(23.44)
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The

first

integral

on

the

right-hand

side
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is always

zero

because

the

potential is a single-valued
point function. The second integral will be zero
if the fluid is incompressible
or is barotropic
so that (alp/p) = df(p). From
(23.44) we thus obtain Keh.in’s circulation theorem (or the law of conserva-

tion of circulation),

which

states

that

the

circulation

material path in a barotropic
(or isothermal)
in a conservative
force field is independent

circulation preserving.
A consequence
of Kelvin’s theorem
is that
material path is initially irrotational,
it remains
viscous

fluids, particularly

in the presence

around

any closed

flow of a perfect fluid moving
of time. Such flows arc called
if the flow around some
irrotational.
For flows of

of imaterial boundary

surfaces

or

bodies moving through the fluid, this statement
is not generally true, and
vortices can be forlmecl in thin boundary layers and then shed into the fluid
(S1), and (Yl, 342-344)].
[see, e.g., (01, 70-72),

24.

The Energy Equation

In addition to conservation
element, we can formulate

laws for the mass
a law of conservation

and momentum
of a fluid
of energy, which says that

the rate at which the energy of a material element increases equals the rate
at which heat is delivered to that element minus the rate at which it does
work against its surroundings.
first law of thermodynamics.

Clearly this is merely a restatement
of the
in an ideal fluid there are no microscopic

processes
of energy dissipation
from internal friction
(viscosity),
or of
energy transport from one set of particles to another (thermal conduction).
Moreover,

at present

we are

disregarding

sources or by other physical mechanisms
total absence of heat transfer between
therefore

conclude

that

the motion

heat

exchange

with

external

(e.g., radiation), hence there
different parts of the fluid.

is a
We

of an ideal fluid must necessarily be

acliaba~ic.
TOTAL

For

ENERGY

AND

a material

conservation

MEC1-IANICAL

volume

principle
D
Dt
-J

The

term

on the

~

EhTERCrY EQLiATIONS

V, the
stated

p(e++vz)

left-hand

mathematical

above
dV=
side

formulation

of the

energy

is

J ‘v

f.vdv+

of (24.1)

Js

is the

t.vdS.
rate

of change

(24.1)
of the

internal plus kinetic energy of the material element, and the terms on the
right-hand side are the rates at which work is done by external forces and
fluid stresses
respectively.
From
(22.4) and the divergence
theorem
the
rightmost

term

becomes,

Js

t“vdS=–

for an ideal fluid,

Js

pv. ndS=–

JY

V . (pT’) dV.

(24.2)
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Then

using (19.12)

( v’
because

to transform

the left-hand

{P[We+@2)/~tl+v.

l’” is arbitrary

(pv)-f

we have

(24.3)

“v} dV=O;

this implies

p[D(e+~u2)/Dt]+V
This

side of (24.1),

. (pv)=f

. v.

(24.4)

is the total energy equation for an ideal fluid.

INow applying

(~ 9. 13) to (24.4)

we find the alternative

d(pe +~pv2)/dt +V

. [(pe + p +$pvz)v]

forms

(24.5)

=f . v,

or
d(pe+~pti2)/dt+V

. [(h +~vz)pv]

h is the specific enthalpy.
V to obtain

where

Equation

=f.

(24.6)

(24.6)

v,

can be integrated

over a

fixed volume
d

dt ~
-~
In physical

p(e+~v2)dV=–

terms,

Js

the left-hand

(h+~v2)pv.

side of (24.7)

dS+

Jv

(24.7)

f.vdV.

is the rate of change

of the

total fluid energy in the fixed volume. The right-hand
side is the rate of
work being done by external forces, minus a term that must be interpreted
as the rate

of energy

flow through

the boundary

surface

of the volume.

Hence (h +~v’)pv must be the ertergyflux density vector; we will obtain
relativistic generalization
of this expression
in Chapter 4.
By forming

the dot product

PV. (Dv/Dt)

=$p[D(v.

of v with (23.6),

Euler’s

v)/11] = p[D($v2)/Dt] =V.

equation,
f–(v.

a

we find
V)p
(24.8)

which is the mechanical energy equation for an ideal fluid. Physically,
equation

states that the time rate of change

element

equals

(both

external

GAS ENERGY

the rate

of work

done

of the kinetic

on that element

EOUArION

;

FIRST

AND

SECOND

p(De/Dt)+
or, using the continuity

by applied

LAWS

forces

OF THERMODYNAMICS

equation

from

the total

energy
(24.9)

p(V “v) = O,

(19.3),

(De/Dt) + PID(l

(24.1 O)

/P)/11] = O.

form of (24.1 O) is
(24.11)

p (Dh/Dt) – (Dp/Dt) = O.
We

this

of a fluid

and pressure).

Subtracting
the mechanical
energy equation
(24.8)
equation (24.4] we obtain the gas energy equation

An alternative

energy

immediately

recognize

that

(24.10)

is merely

a restatement

of the
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first law of thermodynamics

(De/Dt) + p[D(l/p)/13t]

= T(Ds/Dt)

(24.12)

in the case that

(Ds/Dt) = (~s/dt)+ (V . V)s = O.
This

result

is completely

consistent

with our

(24.13)

expectation,

stated

earlier,

that the flow of an ideal fluid must be adiabatic. Combining
(24.13) with
the equation of continuity we have an equation of entropy conservation for
ideal fluid flow:
d(psj/dt +V.
We can therefore

interpret

(PSV) = 0.

psv as an entropy

(24.14)

density.

ffux

If the entropy is initially constant throughout
some volume of a perfect
flu id lhen it remains constant for all times within that material volume
during its s.ubsecluent motion, and (24.13) reduces to s = constant;
such a
flow is called
uniform

isentropic.

throughout

A flow in which

the entire

region

the entropy

under consideration

is constant

and is

is called

homen -

tropic.
The second

law of thermodynamics

for a material

volume

implies

that

(24.15)

(Dq/Dt) is the rate

where

surroundings.
sources

For

an ideal

of heat

exchange

fluid having

of the

no heat

fluid

element

exchange

with

with

its

external

this implies

D
Dt
-+

~

psdV?O.

(24.16)

From what has been said thus far we would conclude that the equality sign
must hold in (24.16) for the flow of an ideal ffuid. However as we will see
in Chapter 5, if we allow discontinuities
(e. g., shocks) in the flow, then
there can be an increase in entropy across a discontinuity
even in an ideal
fluid. Even though the entropy increase is correctly predicted mathemat ically

by the

equations

of fluid

flow for

such

weak solutions, it can be

interpreted
consistently,
from a physical point of view, on Iy when we admit
the possibility y of dissipative processes in the fluid.

CURVI LINEAR

The covariant

COORDINATES
generalization

of (24.6)

[o(e ++~z)l,t

+b(h

is
++u2)vil,i

= fi~r

(24.1 7)
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For example,

in spherical

coot-di nates we have

(24.18)

For a one-dimensional,
(d/d@) vanish

STEADY FLOW
For one-dimensional
energy
force

spherically

symmetric

equation.

steady
Consider,

where

f = –pgk

flow we can write
for example,

g is constant.

Then

d[puz (h + ;zl:)]/dz
which,

recalling

frolm (19.6)
ti(h

Similarly,

in spherical

in view of (1 9.10),

(24.20)

and (24,22)

an explicit

planar

geometry

(24.6)

becomes

in (d/dO) and

+~v~+

integral

(24.19]
integrates

to

gz) = constant.

(24.20)

if f = –(G.Mp/r2)f

integrates

we have

= –(G.At/r2)(r2pv,).

(24.21)

to

(GJ1/r)]= constant.

+~u~–

of the

with a gravity

= –puzg

~it= gmz = constant,

(h +@~)]/dr

fi[h
Both

that

geometry,

d[r’pv,
which,

flow the terms

identically.

have a simple physical

meaning:

(24,22)
in a steady flow

of an ideal fluid the energy flux, which equals the mass flLlx times the total
energy (enthalpy plus kinetic plus potential) per unit mass, is a constant.
We generalize
thermal

these results

conduction

to include

in Chapter

the effects

of viscous

dissipation

and

3.

MATHEMATI CAL STRUCTURE OF THE EQUATIONSOF FL~ID DYNAVII
cs
We have formulated
a total of five partial differential equations governing
the ffow of an ideal fluid: the continuity equation, three components
of the

momentum
ec!uation, and the energy
variables: p, p, e, and the components

constitutive relations that
material.

We

know

that

equation. These relate six dependent
of v. To close the system we require

specify the thermodynalm ic properties
in general any thermocf ynamic property

of the
can be

expressed
as a function of two state variables. Th LIS we might choose an
equation
of state p = P(P, T) and an equation
for the internal energy,
e = e (p, ‘r) sonletimes
called the caloric equation of” state. These relations
may be those appropriate to a perfect mona
tom
ic gas of structureless
point
particles having on Iy translational
degrees of freedom, as described in $S 1,
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4, and 8, or may include
described

in $$12

the effects

of ionization

81

and internal

excitation

as

and 14,

We then have a total of seven equations in seven unknowns.
This system
of equations
can be solved for the spatial variation of all unknowns as a
of time once we are given a set of initial conditions that specify

function
state

and Imotion of the fluid at a particular

the

tilme, plLE a set of boundary

conditions where constrain ts are placed on the flow. There arc many
techniques
for solving these nonlinear equations.
Analytical
methods can
yield solutions for some simplified problems,
for example, certain incompressible

flows,

or low-amp] itude

flows for which

the

equations

can be

Ii nearized. But, in general,
this approach
is too restrictive,
and recourse
must be had to numerical methods. In the linear regime numerical methods
provide flexibility
and generality
in treating,
for example,
the depthvariation of the physical properties of the medi urn in which the flow occurs.
In the nonlinear
among

regime

we encounter

thelm the formation

essential

of shocks. Here

new physical

one can employ

phenomena:
the method of

of the fluid
characteristics or solve difference -equadon representations
equations.
The latter approach is both powerful and convenient,
and is
easy to explain. We defer further discLlssion of these methods until Chapter
5 where we discuss the additional
examples.

physics

needed

in the context

of specific
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3
Dynamics of Viscous and HeatConducting Fluids

1t is known

from

experiment

that

in all real

fluids

there

am

internal

processes
that result in transport
of momentum
and energy
ffuid parcel to another on a microscopic
level. The molmentum

from one
transport

give rise to internal fi-ictkmal forces (viscous forces)

that enter

mechanisms

directly into the equations
of motion,
and that also produce frictional
energy dissipation
in the flow. The energy transport mechanisms
lead to
energy

conduction

from

one point

in the flow to another.

In this chapter we derive equations of fluid flow that explicitly account
for the processes described above. To begin, we adopt a continuum view,
which permits LIS to derive the mathematical
form of the equations from
quite general

reasoning,

drawing

on heuristic

arguments,

symmetry

consid-

erations,
and empirical
facts. We then reexamine
the problem
from a
microscopic
ki netic-theot-y
view, from which we recover essentially
the
same set of equations,
but now with a much clearer understanding
of the
underlying physics. This approach also allows us to evaluate explicitly
a given molecular model) the transport
coefficients
that are introduced
empirical

3.1

in the macroscopic

grounds

Equations

of Motion

(for
on

equations.

and Energy:

The Continuum

View

25. The Stress Tensor for u Newtonian Fluid
In $22 we showed

that internal

forces

in a fluid can be described

in terms

of a stress tensor ‘Tij, which we showed to be symmetric,
but otherwise left
unspecified.
We now wish to derive an explicit expression
for the stress
tensor in terms of the physical properties
of the fluid and its state of
motion.
We can deduce the form of Tti from the following
physical
considerations.
(1) We expect internal frictional
one element of fluid moves relative to another;
depend on the space derivatives of the velocity

forces to exist only when
hence viscous terms must
field, Vi,j. (2) We demand

that the stress tensor reduce to its hydrostatic form when the fluid is at rest
or translates uniformly (in which case it is at rest for an observer moving
with the translation velocity). We therefore
write
(25.1)

“rii = –p aii + Uii
where

CJii is the

viscous

stress

tensor,

82

which

accounts

for

the

internal
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frictional
forces in the flow. (3) For small velocity gradients we expect
viscous forces, hence mii, to depend only linearly on space derivatives of the
velocity. A fluid that obeys this restriction
is called a Newtonian ffuid. [A
On the
discussion of Stokesian fluids, for which ~ij depends quadratically
velocity gradients,
may be found in (Al, $$5.21 and 5.22). Non-Newtonian

fluids of a very general

nature

are discussed

in (A2).]

(4) We expect

viscous

forces to be zero within an element of fluid in rigid rotation (because
is no slippage then). On these grounds, we expect no contribution
from the vorticity

tensor

flii = (vi,j – vj,~). We can exclude

tion for mathematical
reasons as well because
Tii, hence CJii, must be symmetric [cf. (23.13)].

there
to crij’

such a contribu-

we have already shown that
We therefore
expect ~ii to

contain terms of the form E,j = ~(ui,j+ ~i,i)> which, as we saw in 321,
describe the rate of strain in the fluid.
The most general symmetrical
tensor of rank two satisfying the above
requirements

is
@ti = I-L(’Vi,l+ vii)+

If we assume
directions,
oiscosity

that

the

fluid

A~~kaii = 2WEii + A(V

is isotropic,

then A and w must be scalars;
or the

coefficient

so that

(25.2)

v) 8ii.

there

are

no preferred

w is called the coejficierzt of shear

of dynamical

viscosity,

and

A is called

the

dilatational coefficient of viscosity, or the second coefficient of viscosity. For
the present

we regard both A and K as purely macroscopic

can be determined
It is convenient

from experiment.
to cast (25.2) into the slightly

different

coefficients

that

form

mfj = K(vi,i + vl,~‘~vkk ~ij) + ~v~ ~ij,

(25.3)

~rhere
[=A+~

3P-

(25.4)

in parentheses
is known as the coefficient of bulk viscosity. The expression
in (25.3) has the mathematical
property of being traceless, that is, it sums to
zero when
identically

we contract on i and j. It also has the property of vanishing
for a fluid that dilates
symmetrically,
that is, such that

(d VI/dX(’))= (dv2/dx(2)) = (dv,/dx(’)), and (dvi/dxi) = (I for i + j. C)ne can argue
on intuitive physicaf grounds (E2, 19) that no frictional forces should be
present in this case because there is no slipping of one part of the fluid
relative to another; this will actually be true if and only if the coefficient of
bulk viscosity ~ is identically zero.
Using (25. 1) and (25.2) we see that the mean of the principal
~rrii = ‘p + <v~j.

stresses

is

(25.5)

For an incompressible
fluid v ~~= O, hence –lTLi equals the hydrostatic
pressure
p. For a compressible
fluid we must identify p with the thermodynamic
pressure given by the equation of state in order
tent with the requirements
of hydrostatic
and thermodynamic

to be consisequilibrium.
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If we call the mean

of the principal
~–p

which shows that unless <-0,
the flow dynamics

stresses

=–<(V”

scalar ~, which measures

HYDRODYNAMICS
–~, then

v) = <(D In P/Dt),

there is in general

the isotropic

of a moving

(25.6)

a discrepancy

part of the internal

gas, and the thermostatic

between

forces

the

influencing

pressure

p for the

identical
thermodynamic
conditions
(i e., same
same gas at rest under
composition,
density,
temperature,
ionization,
etc.). This discrepancy
can
be quite significant for a gas undergoing
very rapid (perhaps explosive)
expansion

or compression.

From kinetic
identically zero

theory one finds that for a perfect monatomic
gas ~ is
(cf. $32), as was first shown by Maxwell. The assumption

that < = O for fluids in general

was advanced

the Stokes hypothesis; the relation
the Stokes relation. Fluids

A = –*w

for which

by Stokes

and is referred

implies

(which

to as

~ = O) is called

Maxwellian fluids. In

~ = O are called

much of the classical work on the dynamics of viscous fluids the Stokes
hypothesis is invoked from the outset. More recent work has been directed
towards identifying the origins of bulk viscosity and its significance for fluid
flow [e.g.,
of the

521 and 644), (01, 540-541),
One finds that the bulk viscosity

saline order

of magnitude

LIndergoes
a re~axation process
than, a characteristic
fluid-flow

exchange

of energy

between

as the

on a time scale
time. Examples
translational

internal

equilibration

(T3), (VI, $10.8),

is nonzero

shear

viscosity)

(and indeed
when

the

is
gas

comparable
to, or slower
of such processes are the

motions

rotational
motions
in polyatomic
molecules,
energy and ionization
energy in an ionizing
occur,

(Tl),

see (H2,

and (Zl, 469)].

and

vibrational

and

or between
translational
gas. When such processes

can lag flow-induced

changes

in the state

of

the gas, and this lag may give rise to irreversible
processes that can, for
example, cause the absorption
and attenuation
of sound waves (Ll, $78)
and affect the thermodynamic structure of shock waves (Zl, Chapter 7). In
the

derivations

that

follow

we will not

assume

that

~ = O, akhough

this

simplification will usually be made in later work. It should be noted that for
incompressible
flow V . v = O, and the question of the correct value for ~
becomes irrelevant.
The covariant generalization

of (25.1)

valid in curvilinear

coordinates

7’i = –pgil + crij,
where

from

(25.7)

(25 .3)

CTii= /-L(VL;i + Vi;t) +(&~K)tI$k&j

Here

is

gii is the

metric

tensor

of

the

= 2wE,I

+ (~—~~)~kk~if.

coordinate

system.

Consider,

(25.8)
for

example, spherical coordinates.
In what follows we shall need expressions
Eii, so we compute these first and then
for the rate of strain tensor
assemble Tii. Thus using equation (A3 .75), and retaining only the non zero

DYNAMTCS OF VISCOUS AND
Christoffel

symbols

given by equation

(A3 .63),
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we obtain
(25.9a)

= (dv, /dr),

El,

El, = ~[(tw,/d6) + (dvz/dr)]– (v,/r),

(25.9b)

El, = ~[(& ,/&$)+ (&u3/dr)]–(v./r):

(25.9c)

Ezz = (dvz/W)+ rv,,

(25.9d)

E23 = ;[(dvz/@) + (tM3/dO)]– V3 cot 0,

(25.9e)

E3q = (dv3/d~)+vl
NOW converting
analogues

HEAr-CONDUCTING

to

physical

of (A3 .47)

components

appropriate

(25.9f)

r Sinz 6’+Vz sin (3 cos f).
via

to covariant

equations
components

(A3.46)

and

the

we have
(25.10a)

(25.10b)

(25 10c)

(25.10d)
1

dvo

1 az)<b 7)6 cot o

Ee+ = A ——-–—+————
rtl13
2 ( rsin Od~

Finally,

assembling

T,i in (25.7)

and (25.8)

r

) ‘

(25.10e)

we obtain

(25.1 lb)

(25.lld)

‘=EH+%l
T,,b=P

r:
[()

%
r

1
W,
+—
rsined~ -1

‘

T6.=W[+’;(+J+*!$]>
where

(V . v) is given by equation

(A3.88).

(25.lle)

(25.llf)
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26. The IVavier-Stokes
CARTESIAN

Cauchy’s
it makes

Equations

COO RDrNATES

equation of motion (23.4)
no particular assumptions

we specialize

CaUChy’s equation

or (23.5) is extremely general because
about the form of the stress tensor. If

to the case of a Newtonian

fluid by using

equations (25. 1) and (25.3), we obtain the PJavier-Stokes
equations, which
are the equations
most commonly
employed
to describe
the flow of a
viscous fluid. For Cartesian coordinates,
we find, by direct substitution,

(Notice

that

this equation

is not in covariant

form,

and applies

only

in

Cartesian coordinates.
By introducing the metric tensor we could write it in
a form that is covariant when ordinary derivatives are changed to covariant
derivatives,
but this would require too cumbersome
a notation for our
present

purposes.)

There
interest.

are several
For example,

reduces

to

somewhat
simplified
forms of (26.1)
that
for one-dimensional
flows in planar geometry,

are of
(26.1)

(26.2)
We notice that for this class of flows the shear viscosity and the bulk
l,iscosity have the same dynamical effect, and that their combined
influence
on the momentum
viscosity coefficient

equation
can be accounted
p,’ = (W +~~).

for by using

an effective

Viscous forces in the equations of motion for one-dimensional
often described in terms of a fictitious viscous pressure

which can make
a rapid
written

a significant

compression

of the

contribution
gas. The

p(Dvz/Dt)

to the dynamical
momentum

flows are

pressure

equation

during

can then

(26.4)

= f= – [(3(P+ Cl)/dZ].

We will see in $27 that p’ and Q as defined

be

here appear

again in the same

forms in the energy equation, so that they provide a completely consistent
formal ism for treating viscous processes
in one-dimensional
planar flow
problems.
Furthermore,
we will find in 359 that the concept of viscous
pressure plays an important role in developing a technique for stabilizing
the solution of flow problems with shocks by means of an artificial viscosity
(or pseudouiscosity).
Another
simple
modynamic

form

properties

so that the coefficients

of

(26.1)

results

for

of the fluid do not change
of viscosity

can be taken

flows

in which

the

ther-

much from point to point
to be constant.

Then,

in

DYNAMICS OF VISCOUS AND HEAT-CONDUCTING
Cartesian

coordinates,
~~j,;=

aij), i + <Vk, ki = ~~i,jj+

V2Vi+(<+$W)(v

p(Dv/Dt)

=f–vp+/L

If the fluid is incompressible
at velocities

well below

(< ‘~~)”k,

ki

“ ‘).i,

(26.5)

from which we can see that the equations

gases

of motion

simplify

to

v’v+(<++~)v(v”v).

(26.6)

(a good approximation
the sound

speed

for liquids,

and over

v = p/p is called

CURVI LINEAR

small

of motions
(26.7)

the kinematic viscosity coefficient.

COORDINATES

As mentioned

in 323, the covariant

generalization

of Cauchy’s

equation

pai = ~t + T~~,
where

and for

distances

compared to a scale height), then V “v= O and the equations
reduce to
(Dv/Dt) = (f –vp)/p + v V2V
where

87

we can write

/.L(~i,j + ~j,i ‘~vk,k

= ~

FLUIDS

a L is the ith contravariant

puted from (15 .9). To evaluate

component
(26.8)

(26.8)
of the acceleration

in any particular

coordinate

as comsystem,

T,i from (25.7) and (25.8).
one can proceed as follows. (1) Calculate
Raise indices to obtain Tii. (3) Use equation
(A3.89)
to evaluate
T~~.(4) Convert to physical components
divergence
given in $A3.7. The calculations
are straightforward
For

spherical

coordinates

we

can

shorten

is

this

(2)
the

using the expressions
but usually lengthy.
process

by using

the

expressions
for the physical components
of T given by equation (25.11)
directly in equations (A3 .91) for the divergence. For a Newtonian fluid one
finds, with a bit of patience,

(26.9a)

(26.9b)

(?)+%3
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and

(26.9c)

vvhere (a,, Ue, ab ) are given by (1 5.11)
Equations
actually be

and V . v is given by (A3.88).

(26.9) are obviously very complicated,
and, although they can
solved numerical y with large high-speed
computers,
it is

helpful to have simplified versions to work with. For example, expressions
for zero bulk viscosity
and constant
dynamical
viscosity
are given in
(Yl,

132),

(Ll,

52),

consider

and for incompressible
and (Yl,

132).

a one-dimensional,

bulk viscosity.

flow with constant

A more

useful

spherically

viscosity

simplification
symmetric

in (Al,

183),

for our work

is to

flow of a fluid with zero

We then have
(26.10)

As we will see in $27, in spherical geometry it is not possible to account
completely for viscous effects by means of a scalar viscous pressure, as can
be done for planar

27.

The Energy Equation

TOTAL,

MECHANI CAL. AN”

Conservation
implies that

of total

D
-J
Dt ~
Here

flows.

GAS

p(e+~v’)

the left-hand

ENERGY

energy

dV=

EQUATIONS

for a material

volume

Jv- ‘“vdv+L’”vds-J,

side gives the time rate of change

V in a viscous

q”ds
of the internal

fluid

‘271)
plus

kinetic energy contained within V, while the three integrals on the righthand side can be interpreted
as (1) the rate at which work is done on the
fluid by external volume forces, (2) the rate at which work is done by
surface forces arising from fluid stresses, and (3) the rate of energy loss out
of the fluid element by means of a direct transport mechanism
having an
energy @X q. The sign of the last integral
is taken to be negative
because

OF VISCOUS AND HEAT-CONDUCTING

DYNAMICS
when q is directed
For

the

present

along the outward
we assume

that

normal

q results

Chapter 7 we include radiative effects.
We can transform
(27.1) into a more
t .v= @

FLUIDS

n of S, heat is lost from

V.

conduction;

in

from

thermal

useful form by writing

= @inj

and using the di~’ergence theorem
volume integrals while transforming

89

(27.2)

to convert
the surface
integrals to
the left-hand
side by use of (1 9.12).

We then have

Jv

+~v2)/Dt]–vif’

{p[D(e

Because
V is arbitrary,
vanish, hence

the

-(uiTL’),i +q~i} dv=

integrand

must

vanish

O.

if the

(27.3)

integral

is to

p[D(e +~v2)/Dt] = Vifi +(viTii –qi),i

(27.4)

and therefore
(pe +~P~2)., +[p(e

+$-’)I-I’

–tiiT’;

+qj]i

(pe +4PV2),, +[p(h

+$’)vi

–vim” +qi],i

= ~if’,

(27.5a)

= Oifi.

(27.5b)

or, equivalently,

Equation

(27.5)

of the total energy equation (24.6)

is the generalization

the case of a viscous
term by term.

fluid, and has a completely

analogous

to

interpretation

By forming the dot product of the velocity with Cauchy’s equation of
motion (23 .4) we obtain the mechanical energy equation for a viscous fluid:

(27.6)

pvi(Doi/Dt) = p[D(iZJ2)/Dt] = Uifi+ viT:~.
This is the generalization
Subtracting

(27.6)

from

of (24.8)
(27.4)

to the case of a viscous

we obtain

fluid.

the gas energy equation

(27.7)

p(De/Dt) = Oi,,Tii – q~j)
which

is the generalization

(25.7)

and (25.8)

of (24.9)

to the case of a viscous

fluid. Using

we have

Ui,jTii= ui,j[–p ~Li+2wEi; +(~–~~)~~~ 8i;]
= ‘pU~i+2~V,,jE’i
Recalling
symmetric
reduces

the definition
of Eii from (21.6).
in i and j, we see that the second
to 2WELiE ‘i. Thus we can write
ui,jT;i = –p(v

where

(27.8)

+ (~–~~)(~~i)’.
and in particular
that
term on the right-hand

it is
side

(27.9)

- V)+@

the dissipation function

@= ’2wELiE’J+(&;~)(v

“ v)’

(27. 10)
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viscous energy dissipation in the gas. Hence

accounts

for

equation

becomes

the gas energy

(27.11)
In Cartesian

coordinates

For one-dimensional

planar

flow this expression

simplifies

to

o = ($K + zj(&)z/dz)’,
or, in terms

of the viscous

pressure

@ = –Q((3vz/dz) = –Q(V
Thus

(27. 11) can be rewritten

which substantiates

Q defined

(27.1 3)
in (26.3),

“ V) = –pQID(l/p)/llt].

(27.1 4)

as

the claim made in $26 that the effects

of viscosity

in a

one-dimensional
planar flow can be accounted for completely
and consistently through use of a viscous pressure Q. In writing the second equality in
(27.1 5) we have anticipated
ENTROPY

By virtue

equation

(27.1 8).

CrEhlZRATl ON

of the first law of thermodynamics,

T(Ds/Dt) = (De/Dt) + p[~(l
equation

(27. 12) can be transformed
T(lls/llt)

(27. 16)

/P1/DLl,

into the entropy generation equation

= p- ‘(~~– V oq).

We will prove below that the dissipation

function

(27.17)

is always greater

than (or

equal to) zero; we thus see from (27.17) that viscous dissipation leads to an
irreversible
increase in the entropy of the gas.
We can strengthen
this statement
by appealing to Fourier’s law of heat
conduction,
which, on the basis of experimental
evidence, states that the
heat flux in a substance is proportional
to tbe temperature
gradient in the
material, and that heat flows from hotter to cooler regions. “rhat is,

q=–KVT,
where

K is the coefficient

of thermal

conductivity. Using (27.18)

(27. 18]
in (27.17),

DYNAMICS
and integrating

J~

AND HEAT-CONDUCTING

OF VISCOUS

over a material

p~dV=
Dt

volume

first term

dV

(27.19)

[v”&)+$(vT)2+;ldv

— ~ $(VT)
J
The

T, we have

~ : [V . (K VT)+@]
I

‘Jv

. dS+\v

on the right-hand

— T-’q
Js

[$

(VT]2+:]

side of (27.19)

. n dS =
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dV.

is just

T-‘ (Dq/Dt) dV,

(27.20)

L

that is, the rate at which heat is delivered into “V”divided by the temperature at which the delivery is made; in writing (27.20) we have assumed that
Yf is infinitesimal
so that the variation of T over S and within V“ can be
neglected.

The second

term on the right-hand

side of (27.19)

is manifestly

positive. Thus (27. 19) is consistent with the second law of thermodynamics
(24. 15), and shows that both viscous dissipation and heat conduction within
the fluid lead to an irreversible
THE DISSrPATION

entropy

increase.

FUNCTION

We must now prove that @ as given by (27.10)

is, in fact, positive.

omit the term L(V “V)2 from further consideration
positive. We need consider, therefore,
only

substitution

A and B are the invariants

(27.21)

that

EijEii = A’–
where

We may

it is obviously

–:(V . V)2.

T=2EiiE”
Tt is easy to show by direct

because

defined

(27.22]

2B,
by (21.10)

and (21.11).

Recall-

ing that A = V “v, we have

(27.23)

W=;A’-4B.
Now that V has been expressed
any

coordinate

systelm.

coordinate system
which case

along the principal

~=:(E,,

=;(E~l
Choose
write

the largest

in terms of invariants we may evaluate it in
Obviously
it is most convenient
to align the

+E~~+&q)2-

+Ej,
element

+

axes of the rate-of-strain

4( E, IEZ2+E22~33

ellipsoid,

+E33~ll)

in

(27.24)

E;S–~[IE’2–E22E33–~33ELl)

E(;)(i) – E,~= as a normalization.

XP=~E~,&Y(l+a2+~’-a-@-a~)

Then

we can

(27.25)
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whm-ca<l

and

(3 <1.

If a=~,

then

~ =$E;lZu(l–2a
If a #~,

choose

labels

+ a’) =$E~,=(l–a)2a0.

-a)2+(a

Thus in all cases ?Pa O, which implies

-~)(1-~)]a0.

the square

that

an alternative

V- V)+<(V-v)’.

ov)(E,j–+8,i

can see by inspection

(27.27)

that @ = O, which was to be proved.

it is easy to show by expanding
for @ is
@=2~(E’i–$i3’iv

One

(27.26)

so that a > fl. Then

IP=~E~,,,X[(l

Finally,
expression

HYDRODYNAMICS

from this equation

(27.28)

that @ a O.

CURVl LrNEA R COORDINATES

The gas energy

equation

(27. 11) is already

in covariant

form

because

the

terms on the left-hand
side are scalars, the divergence
of the energy flux
can be written as V . q = q~j, and @ as defined by (27. 10) is manifestly
invariant under coordinate
transformation.
It is straightforward
to evaluate
these expressions

Next,

in any coordinate

using equations

(25.9)

system.

Thus, in spherical

or (25.1 O) to e~aluate

EiiE’;,

coordinates,

we easily find

,,, ,
.--,

For the interesting case of one-dimensional,
with zero bulk viscosity, (27.30) simplifies to

“’=$+:(W
hence

the gas energy

equation

becomes

spherically

symmetric

flow

(27.31)

DYNAMICS OF VISCOUS AND HEAT-CONDUCrING
From

a comparison

spherical

geometry

of

(26.10)

and

it is not possible

(27.32)

to choose

one

FLU IDS

easily
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sees

a scalar viscous

that

in

pressure

Q

such that the viscous force can be written (~Q/dr) and the viscous dissipaas was possible in planar geometry.
The reason is
tion as QID(l/p)/Dt],
that viscous efiects originate
from a tensor, which is not, in general,
isotropic
even for one-dimensional
flow. Thus in $59 wc find that the
artificial viscosity terms used to achieve numerical
of spherical flows with shocks arc best derived
viscosity.
The

covariant

generalization

of

the

total

stability in computations
from a tensor artificial

energy

equation

is easily

obtained from (27 .5) by replacing the ordinary partial derivative
in the
divergence with the covariant derivative.
In general, the resulting expression is lengthy,

Jn (27.33)
STEADY

but it becomes

we have taken

relatively

simple for one-dimensional

flow:

~ = ().

FLOW

For one-dimensional

steady

flow we can again write an explicit

integral

of

the energy equation that now accounts for the effects of viscous dissipation
and thermal conduction.
In this case (27.5), for planar geometry
and a
constant

gravitational

d
~

acceleration,

pvz h -kiv; –$v~
H

whet-e h is the specific
set < = O. Then
to obtain

g reduces

enthalpy,

recalling

that

dvz

to

d
– K-&

)’7

v is the

kinematic

tiI = pvz = constant,

(27.34)

= –pvzg,
viscosity,

and we have

we can integrate

ti[h +~v~+ gz —~v(dvz/dz)]- K(dT/dz) = constant.

(2’7.34)

(27.35)

Similarly, for a one-dimensional,
spherically symmetric steady flow under
the action of an inverse-square
gravitational force, one finds from (27.33),

.~{h -k~v~– (G.Wr) –~vr[d(’v,/r)/dr]} – 4mr2K(d’17dr) = constant,
(27.36)
where

28.

~ = hr’pv,;

again we have set < = O.

Similarity Parameters

As is clear from the material
presented
above and
equations
of fluid dynamics
are, in general,
rather

in Chapter
complicated.

2, the
It is
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therefore

useful

importance
qualitative

to have

of various
nature.

OF RADIATION
a simple

phenomena

means
that

HYDRODYNAMICS
for judging

occur

both

in a flow,

This is most easily done in terms

the

relative

and the

flow’s

of a set of dimension-

less numbers which provide a convenient
characterization
of the dominant
physical processes in the flow. These numbers are called sirndarity parameters because
combination,
qualitatively

flows whose physical

velocity or a characteristic
flow to another.

I-HE RE’fNOLDS

A vet-y basic

properties

are such that they produce,

the same values of those numbers
similar,
even though the va] Lle of

length—may

be substantially

different

from one

NLMBER

and important

flow parameter

is the

Reynolds

number

Re = vi/v,
where

in

can be expected
to be
any one quantit y—say

v is a characteristic

and v is the kinematic

velocity

viscosity.

(28.1)

in the flow, 1 is a characteristic

Rewriting

as (pv)v/(p,v/1) we see that the Reynolds

length,

the term on the right-hand
number

gives a measure

side
of the

ratio of inertial forces (momentum
flux per unit area) to viscous forces
(viscosity times velocity gradient) in the flow. Limiting flow types characterized

by the

Reynolds

number

are

inviscid

flow-which

occurs

at an

infinitely
large Reynolds
number-and
inertialess
viscous flow (Stokes
ffow)-which
occurs at a vanishingly small Reynolds number.
The Reynolds
number also determines
whether a flow is kzminar (i.e.,
smooth and orderly) or turbulent (ie., disorderly and randomly ffuct uating).
Experiments
show that the transition from lami nar to turbulent flow occurs
when the Reynolds
the presence

number

or absence,

exceeds

some critical

and the nature,

value (which depends

of boundary

surfaces

on

or of solid

bodies immersed in the flow). When a flow becomes turbulent, its kinematic and dynamical properties
change radically and are extremely
complicated

to describe.

We shall

not deal

with turbulence

here

but refer

the

reader to several excellent books on the subject [e.g., W),
(Hi), (T2)I.
Both experiment
and theoretical
analysis show that when the Reynolds
number is large, the bulk of a flow, except near physical boundary surfaces,
is essentially inviscid and nonconducting.
Major modifications
of the nature
of the ffow by viscosity

and thermal

conductivity

thin boundary layers. The ratio of the thickness
a typical flow length 1 is given by
5/1- Re-”2

[see e.g., (Al, 129), (01,

are generally

confined

8 of the boundary

to

layer to

(28.2)

548)]. The flows with which we shall deal have no
association with solid boundary surfaces, hence we shall have no occasion
to deal with boundary
layer theory [see (S1)].
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THE PRANllTL NLJMBJ3R
Another

important

for fluid flow is the Prcmdtl number

simi Iarity parameter

Pr=co~/K
where

c,, is the specific

K

and

is the

(28.3)

heat at constant

thermal

conductivity.

pressure,
Rewriting

w is the shear
the

viscosity,

right-hand

side

as

(P/P) /(K/pCp) we see that Pr is the ratio of the kinematic viscosity to the
thermal
diffusivity.
If A is a characteristic
thickness
for the thermal
boundary layer, then we expect (pcnT) - (KT/A2). From (28.2) we know
that the thickness 3 of the velocity boundary layer is 8- (v/ul)l’2. Hence
Pr K 82/A2. For gases, the Prandtl number is found to be of order unity so
that

the

thicknesses

comparable;

of

in $$29

the

thermal

and

and 33 we derive

velocity

from

kinetic

boundary
theory

layers

are

an expression

for Pr in monatomic
perfect gases. For other fluids (e.g., oil), the Prandtl
number is very large, which implies that the thermal boundary layer is very
thin and that viscous
flow.

effects

predominate

over thermal

conduction

in the

THE P13CLETNUMBER
The

Peclet number
Pe = pcVvl/K

is related

to the Reynolds

and Prandtl
Pe = Re

(28.4)

numbers

by
(28.5)

Pr.

Rewriting the right-hand
side of (28.4) as (pcPTv)/(KT/l) we see that the
Peclet number is essentially the ratio of heat transported
by the flow to
heat transported
by thermal conduction.
In this sense the Peclet number is
to heat

transport

and indeed

what the Reynolds

in nondimension

the l?eclet number
way the Reynolds
THE

The

appears
number

alized

number
forms

is to momentum

of the Navier-Stokes

explicitly in the heat transfer terms
appears in the momentum
transfer

transport,
equations
in the same
terms.

NUSSELTNUMBER
Nusselt

number is defined

as
(28.6)

NL1= al/K,
where

a is the heat transfer coefficient

(28.7)

a = q/AT,
where

in turn

q is the heat

flLlx per

unit

area

and time

through

some

surface area in the fluid, and (AT/1) measures the temperature
gradient
near that surface. Thus the Nusselt number gives a measure of the ratio of
the total heat flux (by all mechanisms
including, for example, radiation) to
the conductive

heat flux through

a surface.
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NUMBER

A final extremely

important

parameter

is the Mach number

for gas dynamics

(28.8)

h4=vla,
where

u is a characteristic

(cf. $48).

Fiows

supersonic.

versa,

Flows

are called

flow speed and a is the adiabatic

in which M<

speed of sound

1 are subsonic and flows in which M>

1 are

that make a transition from subsonic to supersonic, or vice
transonic. Flows at small Mach numbers can be treated as

being locally (i.e., on scales much slmaller than a gravitation-induced
scale
height) incompressible,
because density variations in such flows are usually
small. In flows where M approaches
or exceeds unity, the nonlinearity
of
the fluid-dynamical
equations induces large density variations, and the gas
must be treated

as compressible

from

the outset.

3.2

Equations of Motion and Energy:

The

continuum

derivation

view

of fluids

used

of the basic equations

The Kinetic Theory View

above

is quite

satisfactory

of fluid dynalmics, provided

for

the

that we accept

on empirical grounds the existence of viscous forces and conductive energy
transport. But for gases the need to invoke empirical results can be avoided
completely
by adopting a kinetic theory view, which allows one to derive
the mathematical
forms of the viscous and thermal conduction terms from
first principles.
Furthermore,
this approach
allows one to evaluate the
transport coefficients
(e.g., ~ and K) by direct calculation.
In what follows we confine attention entirely to dilute gases, as defined
arise in
in $6 and $7. We first show clual itatively how transport phenomena
a gas and give semiquantitative

estimates

of their effects.

equations of gas dynamics, and give a rigorous
particle distribution
function.

29.

We then derive the

first-order

solution

for the

The Mean Free Path and Tran,~port Phenomena

We showed

in $6 that the motion

of rigid-sphere

particles

in a neutral

gas

can be considered
to be a sequence
of straight-line
paths terminated
abruptly by coil isions from which particles emerge on new- paths. Each of
these flights between collisions is called a free path of a particle. Because of
the random nature of the collision process not all free paths have equal
lengths. They wi 11, nevertheless,
have a well-defined
average value, the
mean free path.
If a gas is homogeneous

and in equilibrium,

we know from the principle

of detailed balancing that the net effect of exchanges of particles from one
element of the gas to another is exactly zero. If, however, the gas is out of
equilibrium
because of inhomogeneities
in temperature,
density, or fluid
velocity (i e., the average particle velocity at each point), then the particles
originating

from one fluid element

may have a higher energy

or momentum

DYNAMICS OF VISCOUS AND HEAT-CONDUCrING
than

those

returning

from

will be a net transfer
another,

an adjacent

of energy

which is interpreted

flLlid element.

or momentum

from

on the macroscopic
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In this event,

there

one fluid element

level as a viscous force

to
or

as thermal conduction.
In this section we make a rough calculation of these transport phenornem
in terms of the mean free path. This approach yields considerable
physical
insight and also gives numerical
give a more rigorous
THE MEAN

Consider
through

results of the right order of magnitude.

discussion

of these

processes

FREE PATH

two distinct
collisions.

species

The

of rigid-sphere

bimolecular

total J-ate, per unit volume

particles,

collision

A and B, interacting

frequency

of gas, of collisions

Cm

is the average

of all kinds between

species. The average collision time for either species is the reciprocal
collision frequency
per particle of that species; thus

nA is the number

path for particles
collision

density

of particles

A is the average

of species

time with an average

speed

AA =(~A)TA
Our first task is to calculate

these
of the

7A = nA/CA~
where

We

in $$32 and 33.

(29.1)
of species
distance

A. The

mean free

they can travel

in a

( UA ), that is,

(29.2)

= nA(U~)/C~~.

CAB. Let

the particles

have

diameters

dA

and d~ so that their i nteractioJl diameter is d~~ = ~(d* + d~). From (7.21)
we know that the cross section for rigid spheres of this effective diameter is
~ = ;c-~~. From exactly the same argument that leads to (7.32) we can
write the total collision

frequency

c’*B=Z

HH

as

fd~gd~~

sin xdx

(29.3)

dc d’u~ d3uB,

where the symbols have the same meaning as in $$6 and 7. The
Ol,er ~ and s are trivial, yielding [cf. (7.23)]

integrals

(29.4)
To compute CAB we obviously
fB; we can obtain a reasonable
tion function
CAB

=

must know the distribution functions fA and
estimate by using the equilibrium
distribu-

f. given by (8.9) so that

?tA% (m~%

)2’2(2~k”r)–3 nd~~
x

H

exp[–(wAu~+

nz~u~)/2kT]g d3uA d3uR.

(29.5)

From (7.6) we see that the argument in the exponential
can be rewritten in
terms of g, the relative speed, and G, the speed of the center of mass> Of
we have shown earlier [cf. (7.33)
and
the two particles.
Furthermore,
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(7.34)]

that d’u~ d3u~ = d’gd3G.

Thus

(29.5)

becomes

c *B = 2nAn~ (rn~m~)3’2(kT)-3d~~
x

r

~-( MA,,G21*k’1”lG2 ~G

The

integrals

‘e-(

J0

o

are given in standard

tables,

fiA,,x212kT) 3
g dg.

and we obtain,

(29.6)

finally,

CAB = nAn~d~B(8m#cT/riiA~
)’12.
Equation

(29.7)

(29.7) gives the total collision rate per unit volume for two
of particles A and B. If the gas consists of a single species

distinct species

so that all the particles
because the integration

are identical, then this rate should be divided by 2
counts a given pair of particles twice, once regarding

one of them as having a velocity u~ and the other a velocity UB, and again
with the first now having a velocity UG and the second a velocity UA, when
in fact both of these
the purpose
between

cases give the same COIIision. on

of counting

two identical

mean

particles

gas; this just cancels the factor
time for species A is

the other

hand, for

free paths,

we recognize

terminates

two free paths of particles

of two mentioned

that each collision

above.

in the

Thus the collision

(29.8)
whether

species

B

is identical

to species

A

or not.

In the former

case

tit~~ = ~m, n~ = N, and dAE = d, so that

~ = (m/16mkT)’’2(Nd2).
Now using (29.9)

in (29.2},

(29.9)

for (U), we find

along with (8.12)
A = (2 J’2Mrdz)-’

From

purely

dimensional

arguments,

we

particle moving with a speed (U) through
per cm3, the collision time is T - l/N(U)U,
the interaction

cross section

(29. 10) simply accounts
and field particles
THE

DISTRJBUTION

(29.10)
would

md2. The additional

for the correct

average

when the field particles

estimate

that

for

a

a field of N stationary particles
and hence A -1 /Ab where o is
factor
relative

of ~

appearing

speeds

are also allowed

in

of the test

to move.

OF FREE PATHS

Let LISnow calculate

the distribution of free paths. Consider

JV(l of particles at some instant. Let
have not yet suflered collisions after
a distance
x along its free path.
probability per unit length along the

a large number

IV(x) be the number of particles that
each particle in the group has traveled
Then if PC is the average collision
path, we must have

dN’(x) = –~(x)pc

dx,

(29.11)

when ce
IV(x) = Noe-px.

(29.12)

DYNAMICS
But, by definition,

OF VISCOUS AND HEAT-CONDUCTING
the mean free path is the average

distance

travel between collisions;
therefore
the average collision
unit length must be PC= 1/k. Thus the number of particles
travel

a distance

x without

suffering
N(x)

=

a collision
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a particle

can

probability
per
that are able to

is

IV. exp (–x/L)

(29.1 3)

THE KNUDSENNUMBER
When

the mean

macroscopic
continuum
the

free

A is very

path

small

length
1 in the flow, the
and treated
by the equations

opposite

extrelme

where

compared

to

gas can be
of continuum

a characteristic

considered
to
hydrodynamics.

A j> 1, we are in the regime

be

of rarefied

a
1n
gas

dynamics, and must treat the problem of free-molecule flow in which the
gas molecules act as if they were a large set of noninteracting
particles. To
categorize flows into a scheme between the extreme cases just described we
introduce another dimensionless
similarity parameter, the Knudsen number

(29.1 4)

Kn - A/l.
As we shall see in $32, for small Knudsen
equations

of gas dynamics

from

a first-order

numbers
solution

we can derive

the

of the Boltzmann

transport
equation.
This solution
yields anal ytical expressions
for the
energy flLIx vector and the fluid stress tensor in terms of local properties
and their gradients.
macroscopic
terms
describing

The resulting conservation
equations contain the same
as the equations for ideal fluids, plLIs additional terms

momentum

the gas.
On the other

hand,

and energy
for large

transport
Knudsen

by microscopic
numbers

processes

the local

in

description

mentioned
above no longer suffices, because we must account for eflicient
exchange of particles over mean free paths that are of the same size as, or
larger than, characteristic
flow lengths. We must then employ a rather
elaborate
transport theory fomlulated
in terms of integrations
over finite
(in some cases quite large) volumes of the gas.
The Knudsen
number is small, and hence the continuum
treatment
is
valid, for the material component
of the radiating fluid in all astrophysical
flows we consider in this book, even in such rarefied flows as stellar winds
(cf. 862).
hydrogen

For example, in the solar atmosphere
we have a neutral atomic
density iV – 1015 cm-3, and can assign a typical cross section of

Gcmz to these particles, from which we estimate A -10 cm;
o——ma: -10-’
this may be compared to a pressure scale height H, which is of the order of
107 cm. Hence Kn -10-6,
and a purely local, continuum treatment
of the
gas dynamics suffices (except for the effects of the interaction
of radiation
with the material).
For the parameters
just quoted and a temperature
of
the order of 104 K the collision time is 7 — 10-5 sec. Thus, local nonuniformities
in temperature,
density,
or velocity
on scales of a few cm are
substantially
10-5 sec.

reduced

by

molecular

exchange

in times

of

the

order

of
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TRANSPORT

OF RADIATION

PROCESSES

Let L]S now evaluate

the coefficients

terms

free

of the

particles

HYDRODYNAMICS

mean

typically

path.

transport

of viscosity

The

basic

a momentum

and thermal

assumption
(or energy)

conduction

made

here

characteristic

in

is that
of their

point of origin through a mean free path, and then deposit it into the gas at
the end of their flight. Consider a uniform gas in which the macroscopic
ffow velocity

is v = (ox, O, O), where VX= VX(Z). Then from (25.3)

stress

is

tensor

o
0
000.
(lMx/az) o

(avJi)z)

(

(J.K

0

the viscous

)

(29.15)

Hence from (22.3)
the viscous force exerted
on a unit area oriented
parallel to the (x, y) plane, with normal n = (O, O, 1), at a height z = ZO is
‘vise =

This

result

is compatible

(29.16)

0, 0].

[W(doJ~z)C)j

with our qualitative

expectation

that each

tends to drag the adjacent layer (lying below it, for the choice
made) in the direction of its motion relative to that layer.

layer

of n we have

must equal the
From the kinetic theory viewpoint, the viscous force tiisc
net rate of transport in the z direction of momentum
in the x direction
across

a unit area parallel

particles

crossing

to the (x, y) plane,

this plane

from

N+=
where

@ is the one-dimensional

below

per unit time. The number

of

in a unit time is

%(uz)uz
Jo

duz

distribution

of particle

(29.17)
velocities

along the

z axis. We assume, for purposes of calculating
a first approximation
for
N.,., that we can use the equilibrium
distribution
given by (8.15), despite
the fact that the gas is not really in equilibrium.
The integral in (29.17) is
then elementary

and one -finds
N. =;,Nr(8kT/mrn)”2

The

number

N-

crossing

metry.
Now the average

in the downward

x velocity

is not OX(zo), but rather

=> TV(U).

of particles

corresponds

direction

crossing

to the average

(29.18)
equals

N+ by sym-

the unit plane
x velocity

whence these particles started their free paths. On the average
this layer to be located at z = ZO* <WA,where <Wis an unknown

at z = ZO

in the layer
we expect
numerical

factor of order unity. Then to first order the net transport of x lmomenturn
across the unit area in a unit time from the positive to the negative side is
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which

must

the macroscopic

equal

force

given
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Therefore

by (29.16).

we

identify
I-L= $lwNlflk(fJ)

= ~l@(U)

As we will see in $33, this result
the exact result for rigid-sphere
(1 .016)x

(5m/16) = 0.9975.

= (~./rrd2)(mkT/rr)

is in fortuitously
good agreement
particles,
for which one finds

Equation

(29.20)

shows explicitly

ble result, first noted by Maxwell, that for a dilute
shear viscosity
is independent
of density
(which
experiment).

For

a rigid-sphere

(29.20)

‘Iz.

with
~W=

the remarka-

gas the coefficient
Maxwell
verified

of
by

as T “2; we will see in $33

gas, K varies

that the temperature
dependence
of I-Lfor an ionized gas is quite different.
K, the coefficient
of thermal
By a similar analysis we can evaluate
conductivity.
We now sLIpposc the gas is at rest and is uniform except for a
temperature

gradient

copic viewpoint,

From

the kinetic

thermal
thermal

energy
energy

in the z direction

[i.e.,

T = T(z)].

From

the macros-

the heat flux will be

theory

viewpoint,

the heat

fftlx equals

the net rate of

transport in the + z direction by individual particles. The
per particle is @ = ~kT. We assume that, on the average,

particles originate
numerical
factor

in layers
of order

at z = ZO* <~~, where again ~~ is an unknown
unity. The net thermal
energy transport
is,

therefore,
~IV(U)~k{[TO

whence

– ~Kk(dT/dz)o] – [“rO+ @(d’T/dZ)CI]}
— –;kN(U)&k(a”r/dz)O,
—

(29.22)

we identify
K = i@cNA(u),

(29.23)

K = &.@

(29.24)

or, in view of (8.20),

Thus,

from

(29.20),

A(U)cO.

we have
(29.25)

The
(1.025)

results

obtained

in

$33

X2X (5m/16) = 2.5160,

The Prandtl
(29.25):

number

for

show

that

and hence
a rigid-sphere

for

a rigid-sphere

gas

~~ =

(~~/CW)= 2.5225.
gas follows

immediately

from

(29.26)
where we have used the values
monoatomic
gas we should thus
with experiment
for noble gases
2.5 remains valid for power-law

interactions

in particular.

of CW and 1~ just quoted. For a perfect
have Pr = ~, which is in good agreement
(H2, 16). Equation
(29.25) with (~K/<&)=
interactions
in general and for Coulomb
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Although
quantitative

we have been able to obtain
results from mean-free-path

HYDRODYNAMICS
physical insight and even semicalculations,
the approach
is

obviously on] y heuristic.
The calculation
can be refined by allowing for
differences
in the lengths of free paths of different particles,
effects of
previous
collisions
on particle
speeds (“persistence
of velocity”),
and
correlation
between the energy of a particle and the distance over which it
can penetrate
to the test area [see for example
(Jl, Chaps.
11–13),
(J2, Chaps.
6 and 7)]. However,
even in its most refined
approach remains ad hoc, applies only to rigid-sphere
particles,
results of unknown reliability (their accuracy being determinable
the calculation

can be done

by more

precise

methods).

The

forms this
and yields
only when

basic

flaw in

this approach is that it does not provide a means of calculating the actual
velocity distribution function of the particles, nor of specifying how the real
distribution
departs from the equilibrium
variations
in the macroscopic
physical
results are obtained
velocity-distribution

distribution
as a result of spatial
properties
of the gas. .Reliable

only when a direct calculation
of the nonequilibrium
function is made along the lines discussed in $$32 and

33.

30.

Moments of the Boltzmann Equation

The

equations

of gas dynamics

can

be deduced

directly

by calculating

moments of the Boltzmann
equation for quantities that are conserved
in
collisions of the particles composing
the gas. This approach provides an
independent
derivation of the equations obtained earlier from macroscopic
arguments,
terms
~~~

and deepens

that appear

CONSERVATION

We form

our understanding

in these

by multiplying through

1(Q)

(u, u,) e

of the

equation

(df/!3t) + u’ (df/dx’) + aj(af/dLl’)

where

meaning

THEOREM

a moment of the Boltzmann

ing over velocity.

of the physical

equations.

by any physical

= (Df/Dt)co,,

quantity

(30. )

Q(x2 u], and then integra

Thus

is defined

by (7.39).

If Q is comserued

(u’, u;), in the sense that it is a surnmational

Q(x, u)+ CI(X,UJ=

during

the collision

invariant

of the form

Q(x, U’)+ ~(X, U;),

(30.3)

then it follows immediately
from (7.39)
and (7.42) that I(Q)= O, and
law. Henceforth,
we assume that Q is
(30.2) reduces to a conservation
conserved.

DYNAMICS OF VISCOUS AND HEAT-CONDUCTING
We can cast the left-hand side of (30.2) into a more
the average value (A) of any quantity A as

(A)=
where

the second

particles

(~Afd3u

equality

per cm3. Then,

dent variables

from
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useful fom~. Define

(30.4)

)/(Jfd3J=N-’Pfd3u

follows

bearing

FLUIDS

(6, 1); here

N is the

number

of

in mind that t, xi and u’ are all indepen-

we have

J

Qu’~d3u=~

~

Qujfd3u–

!

ui&Qfd3u
(30.6)

—
–+

(N(Qui))–

N(ui~)

,

and

(30.7)

-ZJJdu, duk m

—

i

(+=+f~).

(Qajf)
—cc

—m

_ ~ ~(Q~’)

In (30.7) we have made use of the fact that as Ui 4 ~~, f -+ O so strongly
that (Qajf)
vanishes for all Q’s of interest. We thus obtain the general

consertmtion theorem, which states that

;(MQ))++

(~(@Lj))–N

[(

~

)

+

(

dz

+

‘Q)

(%1=0

(30.8)
for any conserved
quantity
independent
external forces,
an explicit

function

Q. If we now restrict attention
and assume that Q is a function

of x or t, then

g (N(Q))++

(31

(30.8)

simplifies

to

(~(Qu;))–~ai(~)

= O.

Consider now a gas of particles having no internal structure.
gas we can immediately
write down five conserved quantities:

Ql=m>

Q2= mu,,

Q3 = muz,

Q.=

to velocityof u, but not

mu~,

and

(30.9)
For such a

Q~ = ~mu=.
(30.10)

These
which

are all obviously
collisional
invariants
show that, for purposes of calculating

the summational

invariants

in view of (7.39) and (7.42),
1(Q), they are equivalent
to

(7.6) and the statement

(7.7) that the total mass

FOUNDA’MONS OF RADIATION HYDRODYNAMICS
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of the collision

partners

five collisional

invariant

the three equations
THE EQUATION

is conserved.

We shall now show that if we use these

in (30.9), we recover

of motion,

the equation

and the energy

equation

of continuity,

for the gas.

OF CONTPWJLTY

Choose
Q = m;
asserts that

then

(30.9]

is a statement

of mass

conservation,

(Ah’n),,+(lvln( u’)),i=o.

which

(30.11)

But Nnt = p, the gas density,
and (u’)= vi, the jth component
of
macroscopic
flow velocity. Thus we recognize
that (30.1 1 ) is simply
continuity equation

(ap/clt)+V “ (pv) = o.

(30.1 2)

The vector Mrtv = pv can be interpreted physically
density vector or as the muss .@x vector.
THE ,MOMENIWM

either

as the momentum

EQUATIONS

NOW take Q = rnui, the ith component
of particle momentum;
is an expression
of momentum
conservation,
stating that
(fWn(ui)).,+(

But

IWn(u’)

the
the

Nrn(LI’u’)),;-I

(30.13)

Wnaj8;=o.

= pci, and NrnaL = pai = fi, the ith component

force per unit volume. Furthermore,
the tensor
A%z( u ‘ui) can be rewritten

Nm(u`ui)=p((u`

+u`)(vi+

then (30.9)

using (6.4)

uj))=p(v`oi

of the external

and the fact that (U) = O,

+v`(ui)+vi(u`)+

(u`ui))
(30.14)

=pvivi-p(uiu’).

This tensor can be identified as the momentum flux density tensor because it
gives the product of Nu’, the number flux of particles crossing a unit area
oriented
perpendicular
to the ith coordinate
axis, times muj, the jth
component
of their
momentum,
averaged
over
all particles.
Thus
Nm(uiui) = [[:;, and by comparing (30.14) with (23.17) we see that we can
now identify

the stress

tensor

Tii as
Tii ~–p(u,ui),

Equation
exchange

(30.15)

(30.15) shows explicitly that fluid stress results from momentum
on a microscopic
level within the gas. Collecting results, we see

that (30. 13) reduces

to
(p~’),, +(pti’~i -rr’;),i=

which is just the ith component

of Cauchy’s

(30.16)

f’,
equation

derived earlier from macroscopic
considerations.
As is done in macroscopic
ffuid dynamics, we define

of motion

(23.16)

the negative

as

of the

DYNAMICS OF VISCOUS AND HEAT-CONDL;CrING

pressure

in the gas to be the average

We can also define

a translational

gas via (8. 13):
Therefore

of the normal

kinetic

FLU IDS

stresses.

temperature

Thus

for particles

3kT/nt.

( U’)=

in the
(30.18)

we must haie

p = pkT/m = NkT;
that
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is, the pressure

is given

by the perfect

(30.19)

gas law, as expected

for a gas of

point particles.
If we again write Tii = –p 6ii + Oii where cr~i is the viscous
stress tensor, we easily see from (30. 15) and (30. 18) that
Uij =–p((uiuj)–+(u’)
which

gives an explicit

expression

from

aii),

(30.20)

which the viscous

stresses

can be

calculated. It is clear that the results we obtain must necessarily depend on
the functional form of the distribution
function, which enters directly into
the

computation

Using

of the

required

this decomposition

stress, and recalling
the standard form

(for Cartesian

averages

of Tij into

the equation

coordinates

of the

of continuity,

pressure

we can rewrite

on [y), which differs

components.
and viscous
(30.16)

from its macroscopic

(26. 1) only in that we have not yet specified

terpart

velocity

a hydrostatic

an analytic

into

coun-

form for ~ii.

THE ENERGY EQUATION
To obtain
(30.9),

a conservation

law for translational

(;~w(u’)),<
+ (;Nm(u2ui)),j
NOW

energy

we set Q = ~muz in

which then becomes

Nm = p; Nmaivi

=

= NrrLCL;Oi.

(30.22)

pa ‘Vi = flvj ;

(L’Lz)= (u,u’)=

((vi+

=viv’+2vi(u;

Ui)(vi+

u’))
(30.23)

)+(uiu~)=v2+(u2);

and

(u’u’)=

((v,+- U,)(U’ + U’)(vi+
=vLvi(vi

+(ui))+

u’))

vi(uiui)+

2vivi(u~)

+2vi(u~u;

)+(uiuiuf)
(30.24)

=v’(v’+(u2))
Therefore

(30.22)

[P(HU2)++C2)L

+2vi(u’ui)+(u2cJ9.
can be written
‘[P(Hu2)+4v21vi

+Pvi(u’ui)+P(;

u2ui)l,j

= ‘ifi
(30.25)
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Each of the terms in (30.25) admits of a simple physical interpretation.
First, the translational
energy associated
with the random motion of a
particle

is Z,,..,,, = ~rn( Uz}, which yields a specific

of e = ~(U2)

for

the gas. Next, from
–Tij = p ~ij –m”. Finally, the last term

internal

energy

(per gram)

(30.15)
we recall that p(Ui U’) =
on the left-hand
side is the energy

~ntU2, times the flux of particles NUi along the jth axis in a
per particle,
frame moving with the fluid, averaged over all particles; this is the energy
flux in the gas resulting from microscopic
motions, hence we can identify
the heat flux vector

q as
q=p(+uw).

We then

see that

which is identical

(30.25)

(30.26)

can be rewritten

to the macroscopic

as

total energy equation

(27.5),

and has

the same physical interpretation
as (27.5) and (24.5). Equation
(30.27) can
also be reduced, using the dot product of (30.21) with v, to a gas energy
equation identical to the macroscopic
equation (27.11).
The
adopted
evaluate

conservation

equations

derived

empirical results. Using kinetic theory
first principles (see $$32 and 33).

31.

in this section

are exact

(for

the

model of the gas), but have no practical
value until we can
~ti and qi. In the macroscopic
theory, this is done by an appeal to
we can evaluate

these

terms

from

Conservation Equations for Equilibrium Flow

In all flows of interest in astrophysical
applications,
both the velocity of the
flow and the thermodynamic
properties of the gas vary from point to point;
indeed, gradients in the material
responsible
(along with gravity)

properties
such
for driving the

as pressure
flow. Such

are often
flows are

obviously
not in equilibrium
in the strict sense that the material
is
homogeneous
and gradients of all physical quantities are zero. Nevertheless, if particle mean free paths are very small compared to characteristic
flow lengths,

and if gradients

are sufficiently

small,

then

the gas can

be

considered
to be in loca/ equilibrkm. In this limit we assume that the
translational
energy-exchange
time is negligible in comparison
to characteristic

flow times,

distribution

and that all particles

have a single Maxwellian

at the local value of the temperature

If we assume that f’(x, u, t)= .fO(Uj, as given by (8.9)
N = N(x), then we can evaluate q, and CTijimmediately
(30.20).

Thus,

velocity

and density.
with T = T(x) and
from (30.26)
and

for the heat flux

(qi)o = ;@(~/2~kT)3’2

U,.U’
/~,uJ~duiJ~

exp [–(/~U2/2kT)]

dUi,
(31.1)
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(i, j, and k distinct;
velocity components,
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no sum on i). Now U2 is an even function of all
while Ui is an odd function;
therefore
the integral

over dUi vanishes identically. Hence, in local equilibrium,
for an element of the viscous stress tensor

x

.
r

Uie- (,,.L7/2k-l-j dUj

r

qO= 0. Similarly,

(31.2)
uie-(,,dJ~/2k7-)

—w

J_m

dUi

(no sum on i or j). Here, the integrals over both dUi and d~. vanish
identically
because
Ui and iVj w-e. odd functions
and the exponential
is
even. Therefore,
in local equilibrium
(crij)O= O, and (Tti)O = –p tlii.
Using these results in the general conservation
equations derived in $30,
we obtain the gas dynamical equations for equilibrium
flow:
(31.3)

P,, ‘( Pvi),i ‘o>
P(@,/11)

(31 ,4)

= P(O~,L+ UiVt,;) = f~– p,,

and
(pe ++puz),, +[p(h, +~vz)ui],,
or, combining

= Vif’,

(31.5)

(31 .4) and (31.5),

p(De/Dt)+

p[D(l/p)/Dt]

which are simply the hydrodynamical

equations

= O,

(31.6)

for an ideal fluid derived

in

Chapter 2. We thus see that these equations
provide only a high-order
idealization of the flow of a real gas, applying in the limit that gradients of
physical
velocity

properties
distribution

in the flow field are vanishingly
small, and that the
departs negligibly from the local Maxwellian distribu-

tion. We further see that it is Iogicall y inconsistent
to use the equilibrium
distribution function ~0 to calculate the effects of transport phenomena
and
to evaluate transport
just seen that these
actually

equals

coefficients
phenomena

as was done in $29, inasmuch
are absent if the distribution

as we have
function f

fo, and arise only because f differs from fO.

32.

The Chapman–Enskog

To

calculate

the

distribution

Solution for Nonequilibrium Flow
function

f, we must

solve

the

Boltzmann

equation. As we saw in $S8 and 9, it is possible to do this exactly for strict
equilibrium,
in which case we obtain the Maxwellian
distribution
~O. The
solution

for

nonequilibriurn

regimes

is difficult

even

in simple

physical

situations,
and in general we can obtain only approximate
results. There
are man y ways in which approximate
solutions of the Boltzman n equation
can be constructed,
but the most useful for our present puqoses
is the

Citapmco–Enskog
method, which provides
a self-consistent
expansion
scheme that yields a series of successive approximations
for the deviations
of the true distribution
function ~ from the equilibrium
distribution
fo.
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It should be stressed
does not provide
but rather

from the outset

a completely

only a particular

general

that the Chapman–Enskog
solution

class of solutions

method

of the Boltzmann
that depend

equation,

on local values

and local gradients of the temperature,
density, and fluid velocity. “rhe
importance
of this class of solutions is that a distribution
function initially
not of this type tends to become one of the class in a time of the order of a
collision time (C2, $7.2).
The Chapman–Enskog
theory is moderately
complicated,
so we confine
our attention only to the lowest level of approximation
that yields results of
interest. Thus we evaluate only the first-order term in the expansion, which
leads to the Navier-Stokes
equations,
and, in doing so, we solve only to
lowest
the

order

certain

theory.

integral

Furthermore,

equations
we

that appear

confine

in the development

attention

to

a

of

single-species

monatomic gas; other limitations of the method will be discussed at the end
of the section. Very complete treatments
of the Chapman–Enskog
method
in higher orders of approximation
and for multicomponent
gases can be
found in (B2, Chaps. 7 and 9), (C2, Chaps.
7 and 9), and (VI, Chap. 1.0).

7-10,

15, and 18], (H2, Chaps.

EXPANSIONPROCEDtiRE
To economize

the notation,

let us write

~f=(wdt)
for the differential

operator
‘Ui>

(32.1)

+ LfL(df/dxi)+ a’(af/E)ui)
that appears

in Boltzmann’s

equation,

.fi)=H (llfl-ff)gu(Q) ‘o ‘3uf

and
(32.2)

for the collision integral of any two functions ~i and ~i.
To see how to develop an expansion procedure for solving

Boltzmann’s

equation it is useful to transform the equation to a nondimensional
form.
Thus, express velocities in units of a reference
speed VO, lengths in units of
a characteristic

length

1, time

in u nits of (l/vC,), accelerations

(v~/i), and densities
in terms of a reference
express the differential
collision rate, ngo dfl,
collision frequency
VO. One then finds

in units

(32.3)

gaf = J@, f).
Here ~ is the differential
operator in dimensionless
non-d imensionalized
distribution
function, and

form,

~ denotes

where k is the mean free path.
The parameter
(, which is inversely

proportional

to the density,

a measure

translational

equilibrium.

from

local

.——

the

(32.4)

g= (Vo)lvo) = (A/1),

of departures

of

density nO. Furthermore,
in units of a characteristic

provides
Clead y as
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6 ~ O the collision term dominates,
and we recover the Maxwellian
“eloc.
ity distribution.
Furthermore,
wh en $<<1, we m ay expect f to depart only
slightly from fO. This suggests
assume that ~ can be written

fo+f,+f.+.

f=
where

each successive

term

this procedure

of (A/1). In practice,

is of progressively

provides

because

parameter

and

(32.5)

...)

=f.(l+q+%+
higher

fo+tf,
+<2f2+..
.= fo(l+&6,

f=
In principle,

that we use & as an expansion
in the form

order

in < so that

+62+2
)...).

a systematic

(32.6)
of f in powers

expansion

we know that $<<1 for flows of interest

(cf.

$29), the first-order
solution is a very good approximation.
We now substitute (32.6) into (32.3) and sort terms into groups of equal
order

in the parameter

hierarchy

of equations

f. Reverting

to dimensional

.T(fo, fJ =

and so on.
The zero-order
Maxwelli

an

variables

we obtain

a

of the form

o,

(32.7)

Qfo= J(jo, f,)+ .T(f,, fo),

(32.8)

!?df,= J(fo, f,) + .T(f,, f,) + J@’, fo),

(32.9)

equation

velocity

(32.7)

is the
fo.

distribution

familiar

Given

fO, the

one

that

yields

first-order

the

equation

(32.8) provides an integral equation for f,; it is this equation that we solve
an integral
in what follows. Likewise,
given f. and fl, (32.9) provides
equation

for f2, and so on.

THE ZERO-ORDER

EQUATION

We have already

seen in $$8 and 9 that the solution

~(fo> fo) =

~!

tidu’)fdu{)
-f,(u)f.(u,)]w(~)

of
do

d’w

(32.10]

= O

is
fO(u) = N(m/2nkT)3°
where
(32. 10)

v = (u).
locally,

ln

the
and

present
do

not

(32.11)

exp [–rrt(u-v)2/2kT]
context,

impose

we demand
the

fullher

only

that

requirement

f.

satisfy

that

the

material be in strict equilibrium.
This means that, because (32.10) by itself
places no restrictions on the dependence
of N, T, and v on x and t, we may
regard

N= N(X> t);
as arbitrary functions
From the functional

‘r=

T(x, t);

and

v = V(x, t)

of x and t.
form of fc) one finds the purely mathematical

(32.12)

results
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that
~

J

f, d’u =N,

(32.13)

ufO d’u = h%’>

(32.14)

and
&I(U–V)2fo

J
But,

at the same time,

d3u = ~NkT.
N, T, and v physically

we wish to interpret

density, temperature,
and local flow velocity
(6.2), and (30.1 8) are

J

J

(32.15)

fd3u=N,

ufd’u

as the

of the gas, which from

(6.1.),

(32.16)

= Nv>

(32.17)

and
(32.18)
where

f is now

equations
with i >0

the

actual

to be compatible,
in (32.5),

distribution

function.

we evidently

For

must require

these

two sets

of

that, for all terms fi

.

I

J

fid3u =0,

(32.19)

ufi d3u = O,

(32.20)

and

where,

as before,

constraints

U-u–v.

‘Equations

on the allowable

(32.21)

U’fi d’u = O,

J

functional

(32.19)

to (32.21)

place

important

form of f.

THE FIRST-O KDER SOLLJTIoN

In (32.5) we wrote the first-order
where

according

to (32.8),

term f, in the expansion

@l is a scalar function

of f as f, = fool,

that satisfies

the integral

equation
-N2.9(@,)=

Here

H

[@, (u’) +@l(u;)

we have used fo(u’)fo(u{)

–@,(u)

-@l(u,)]
(32.22)

X fo(u)fo(ul)gcr(Q)

do d%, = ~fo.

= fO(u)fo(u,)

(32. 10).

from

.--,
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To evaluate
and

t through

the right-hand
the

side of (32.22),

functions

(32.12).

We

we recall
therefore
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that ~0 depends
expand

~fo

on x

in terms

of
of derivatives
with respect
to IV, T, and v, and derivatives
cluantities with respect to x and t. We then eliminate time derivatives
T, and v by means
of the conservation
equations
for equilibrium
(given in $31), which are the relations
We notice first that

appropriate

+ u’ (dfo/F)x’) +
$!dfo= (t)fo/E)t)

= (Dfo/fx)+
Then,

But,

taking

from

these
of N,
flow

to f= j“o.

cLi(dfo/dLL;)
(32.23)

u’(dfo/axi) - a’(dfo/du’).

~0 = fo[IV(x, t), T(x, t), V(X, ~)] we have

(32.1 1), one immediately

finds

(dfO/ti~j = fO/~,

(32.25)

(32.26)

- V’)fo = (rnU’/kT)fo,

(dfo/wi) = (rn/kT)(ui

(dfO/du’)= –(rnU’/kT)fo

(32.27)

and

(dfO/dT)= [(tnU2/2kT) -2](f0/T).
Furthermore,

from

(32.28)

(31 .3) to (31.6),

(DN/Dt) = -Nu:i

(32.29)

(Dvi/Dt) = ai – (p,i/P),

(32.30)

and

(De/Dt) = (3k/2rn)(DT/Dt) = –(p/p)v~i.
On substituting

(32.25)

to (32.31)

state p = NkT, we obtain,

into (32.24),

after some

QfLl= {fJi[(~U2/2kT’)

–~](ln

(32.31)

and using the equation

of

reduction,

T),i + (~/kT)(UiUi

–~U2 8ii)~i,i}fo.
(32.32)

We can cast (32.32) into a more

useful form by noticing

that, because

the

last term is symmetric
in i and j, we can replace ~i,i by ~(~i,j + Vj,i), and
furthermore,
because ( UiUi – ~U2 8ij) is obviously traceless, we can add to
~ij. ~LLs
we
~(vi,i + vi,,) a scalar times ~ij; in particular we can add ‘(hk,k)
can also write
9f0 = {Ui[(mU2/2kT)
= –N2.Y(0,),

–Nn

T),i + (~/kT’)(~iui

–*U2

~,i)Dii}f~
(32.33)
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the traceless
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tensor

D,, here will become

clear

shortly.
We

are now in a position

to deduce

the form

of d?]. Because

@~ is a

scalar, and because ~(tb[) is linear in CIIl, we conclude that there must be a
particular solution for @[ which is a linear combination
of the components
of VT and of Dii. Moreover,
because fO is proportional
to N, it follows
frolm (32.22)
and (32.33)
that 0, must be inversely proportional
to N.
Finally, wc notice that in (32.33) the coefficients of T,, and II,, depend only
on the temperature
T and the particle random velocities
Ui.
We therefore
can concl uck that there must be a particular solution

for

@, of the form
0,=
where

Ai, B,i, and

and

the factor

When

(32.35)

satisfy

the integral

–N-’[(2kT/m)1’2
~

are

A,(ln T),i + Bij~ii +~]

unknown

functions

Ai have

multiplying
is substituted

into

been

UL.The minus sign

of T and
chosen

(32.35)

for

later

convenience.

we find that Ai, Bii, and qr must

(32.33)

equations
TVj(Ai)
N.JJ(Bij)

= %,(%2 –:)f0,

(32.36)

= 2(%,~1, –+% 2 a,i)fo>

(32.37)

o,

(32.38)

and
Y(T)
where,

for brevity,

we. have

introduced

=

the dimensionless

% = (m/2kT)
The central

problem
(32.36)

to (32.38).

we can make

considerable

(32.39)
is to find solutions

method

We will carry out this solution

further

variable

1/2U.

of the Chapman-Enskog

for equations

velocity

progress

if we deduce

in $33, but

a partial

solution

First, A is a vector
for Ai and Bii from the following simple observations.
which is a function of T and of the components
of W The only vector that
can be constructed
scalar

function

from

these

of the scalars

‘l

quantities

is % itself,

and T. Hence

nlultip]ied

A, = A (%, T)%,.
Next, (32.37)
be symmetric.

by some

we ]must hake
(32.40)

shows that .JJ(Bij – 13ii) = J(Bij) – .9(BiL) = O; hence Bij must
Furthermore,
(32.37)
implies that J(BXX + By, + 13ZZ)= O;

hence f3Limust be traceless. In short, Bii is a traceless tensor function of T
and of the components
of 4!L. But the only second-rank,
symmetric,
traceless tensor that can be constructed
from these quantities
is (%i%i –
@ 2 8ii) times a scalar function of the scalars %! and T. Hence we can write
B,i = B(%> T)(%,%i

–~%’

aii).

Equations
(32.40) and (32.41 ) provide only partial solutions
13i. In contrast, for the function N? we can obtain a complete

(32.41)
for At and
solution as

DYNAMICS OF VISCOUS AND HEAT-CONDUCTING
follows.

Equation

(32.28)

is satisfied

tion of the summational

if W is chosen

FLLIDS

to be a linear

combina-

i nvariants:
~fl=aL-EcX~.u-Fa3f12,

where al and as are scalars
this is the only possible
(32. 19) to (32.21),
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(32.42)

and CYzis a vector.

form

for ~

@, must satisfy

J

J

(C2,

the three

foa,

uif@l

In fact, it can be shown that

$4.41

and p. 50).

Now,

from

conditions

d’u=o,

(32.43)

Cl’u=

o,

(32.44)

CPU=

o.

(32.45)

and

u’foq

J
Using

(32.35)

only nonzero

and

(32.40)

integrals,

J

/

in (32.43)

to (32.42)

to (32.45),

and retaining

we have

(al +a, U2)f0 d3U= O,

[a,, +A(%,

(32.46)

T)(In T’),i]U’fO d’ U = O,

(32.47)

and
!
Then,

using

imply

that

(a, +a,

the explicit

form

U2)CJ2f0

d3U= O.

for fO, one finds that

al + a3(U2) = O and

al+

3a3(U2)

(32.48)
(32.46)

= O, which

can

and (32.48)
be satisfied

only if al = aq = O. Equation (32.47) implies that the vector a2 is parallel to
VT. Hence, in view of (32.40),
the term CEz“ U in ~~ can be absorbed into
the term A” VT in @l merely by modifying the value of A(%, T), which is
as yet undetermined.
Therefore
in (32.35) we may simply set T = O.
Finally,

note

in passing

that (32.47)

J

implies

that

A(%> T)%2~0

d’% =0,

(32.49)

A(%> T]W;fo

d3% =0,

(32.50)

and
J
results

that will prove

Tk[E H EAT

useful

later.

FLUX VECTOR

Now that we have an analytical form for fl, we can evaluate the dominant
term in the heat flux vector q. If we use f = f. + f, in (30.26),
and recall
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$31 that qO= O when f = fO, we find that

(32.51)
If we now substitute

(32.35)

into

(32.51),

we find that only a few terms

survive the integration.
In particular,
the coefficient
of Dii contains integrals of the form f UiUiU~U2Bf0 d3 U and J U~U4Bf0 d3 U. When we recall
that B is a function only of the magnitude
of U, and hence is an even
function of the velocity components,
it is clear that these integrals both
vanish because the integrands
are odd functions of the velocity components.
We

therefore

dimensionless

need

consider

velocities

only

f“(q)

while noting

term

in VT.

First,

convert

to

and define
~ ~-312e-w’,

(32.52)

that (m/2kT)3i2 d3 U = d3W Then

T),i](2kT/m)2

q~ = ~Nm[–N-’(ln

= –[(2k2T/m)

I

J

% ?% ’A(Q,

T) fo(%)

d3Q

in (32.53)

can

(32.53)

T) fO(%) d3%

T) f’o(%) c13%!]T,k.

%~’4!J2A(%,

Comparing (32.53) with Fourier’s
square brackets is to be identified
ity K.
integral

%!.%i%2A(%,
J

=–(2k2T/m)T,ii5i,

The

the

via (32.39),

law (27. 18), we see that the factor in the
with the coefficient of thermal conductivbe

partly

evaluated

by integrating

over

angles. In this equation
W1 denotes
any single component
of %. For
convenience,
choose coordinate
axes such that we can write %, = % cos 6,
and express
an element

d3d% as d3% = %2 d% du = %2 d% (sin (3dOd+), where
of solid angle. The integrals

da is

over angles are trivial and we find

that

K= (8rrk2T/3m)
To

complete

the

A(W, T); we return

calculation

J

of

A(Q,
K

to that problem

THE VISCOUS

STRESS TENSOR

To evaluate

the viscous

stress

tensor

(32.54)

T)% ’~O(%) d%

we

must

determine

the

function

in $33.

Uij we use f = f. + fl in (30.20).

We

already know from $31 that f. contributes
nothing to Uii, and furthermore,
from (32.21) we see that the second term in (30.20) vanishes identically for
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f = ~l. Thus the only nonzero

teml

at, = –m
If we substitute

(32.35)
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in Uii is

I

Lliujfo@l

into (32.55),

(32.55)

d3u.

we again find that only a few terms

survive the integration.
In particular, the coefficient of (ln T),k contains an
integral of the form f A (%, T) UiUjU~O d3 U, which is always zero because
Thus only the
the integrand is an odd function of the velocity components.
terms

in llii contribute

to Uii, and we find

aij = (–Nm)(–N-’D~t)(2

kT/nz)

J

%i%iBk,;O(%) d3%
(32.56)

= 2kTD~~

1

%i%i(%k%, –$11’ &l)B(%,

T)~O(W) d3W

Only the first of the two integrals on the right-hand
side of (32.56)
survives because llij is traceless,
which implies that ~~~ ~~i -O. Suppose
now that i # j. Then the only integrals that do not vanish are those in which
k = i and
therefore

By

1 = j, or

a slightly

remains

k = j and

1 = i. Recalling

that

Dii is symmetric,

we

have

more

valid when

for a Newtonian

complicated

calculation,

i = j. Comparing

(32.57)

fluid as given by (25.3),

one

can

show

with the viscous

that

(32.57)

stress tensor

we see that (1) the factor

in the

square brackets is to be identified with the coefficient of shear viscosity W,
and (2) kinetic theory predicts that the bulk viscosity is identically zero for
a gas of monatomic

structureless

particles,

a result

mentioned

earlier.

We can partially evaluate the integral in (32.57)
by integrating
over
angles. Choose coordinates
such that %i = % cos 0 and %j = % sin 0 cos +,
are
and again write d3% = % 2 d% (sin O dOdo). The angular integrals
straightforward

and we obtain

finally

w = (8mkT/1.5) B(%> T)%6$O(%)
J

d%

(32.58)

AS was true for the thermal conductivity K, we must determine B (%, T) in
order to complete the calculation
of I-L; again we defer this problem until
533.
LIM [TATTONS

OF TUE CHAPMAN-ENSKOG

METHOD

While the Chapman–Enskog
method is very powerful and provides transport coefficients
that are in good agreement
with experiment
for a wide
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variety

of

gases

nevertheless
First,

and

have

gas

mixtures

limitations

it is a classical

that

theory,

[cf.

should

(C2,

Chaps.

be borne

hence

and

HYDRODYNAMICS
12–14)],

in mind

it

(H2,

fails in regimes

where

does

18–21.).
quantum

effects
dominate.
For example,
at low temperatures
the de Broglie
wavelength becomes large, and we can no longer consider the particles to
be classical point particles moving on well-defined
orbits. In addition, at
high densities, quantum-statistical
effects such as the Pauli exclusion principle come into operation,
problems
densities

and the theory

must be modified.

arises in the astrophysical
media
are relatively low and temperatures

Second,

the theory

accounts

of interest
are high.

only for binary

Neither
to

COIIisions.

of these

us, in which

Its validity

can

therefore
be questioned
in the important case of Coulomb collisions in an
ionized gas for the reasons given in $10, where we saw that in a plasma,
multiple, overlapping, weak collisions play the dominant role. However, as
we will see in $33, it turns out that if the calculation
is carried out to a
sufficiently

high

degree

of approximation,

the

Chapman–Enskog

yields accurate results even in a plasma.
Third, the Chapman–Enskog
method provides
the Boltzmam
the series.
discuss,

equation,

It is clear

and there

are questions

that the first-order

can be expected

only a series

theory
solution

abOUt the convergence

approximation,

to
of

the only one we

to be valid only when (A/1]<<1 and when gradients

of physical properties are small. While these restrictions
are usually met in
the flows of interest to LL$,there are some situations (e.g., shocks) where
gradients are so steep that the validity of both the Navier-Stokes
equations
and

the

Chapman-

Enskog

lmethod

becomes

doubtful.

In practice,

this

problem will not be a serious drawback for our work because we can rarely
(if ever) observationally
resolve shock structures
in astrophysical
flows;
moreover,

in shock

computations

the

details

of the shock

structure

are

often purposely smeared out by use of an artificial viscosity in order to gain
numerical stability. In contrast, for radiation, which can be considered
to
be a gas composed of photons,
the interior of a star, whereas
escape

freely

into space.

the condition (A/1)<<I will be met only in
in the atmosphere
(A/1)> 1, and photons

Jn the former

case, one can write analog,ues

to the

Chapman–Enskog
so~ution (cf. $$80 and 97); but in the latter case sLLch an
approach is worthless even in principle,
and one lmust confront
the full
equation

of transfer.

Fourth, the theory discussed above applies only to monatomic
gases with
no internal degrees of freedom.
The effects of internal excitation
and of
ion ization

are thus ignored;

we discuss

EFFECT5 OF EXCITAT1 ON AND 10NI ZATl
The atoms in a gas have internal

these

effects

excitation

states

briefly

below.

ON

and can

also

ionize;

molecules
have, in addition, rotational
and vibrational
energy states. The
existence
of these extra energy
states changes
not only local thermodynamic
properties
(e.g., pressure or specific internal energy) of a gas,
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but also affects the transport
of momentum
and energy in nonuniform
media. Thus in analyzing the flow of an excited and ionized fluid we must
be careful to use the correct constitutive
relations for quantities such as p
and e, and also the correct transport
coefficients.
In what follows, we
assume the material is in LTE (local thermodynamic
equilibrium).
The pressure in a gas results from exchange
of momentum
associated
with

translational

internal

Imotions

excitation

states.

and hence

Ionization,

is u nafkcted

in contrast,

by the

contributes

existence

and therefore
alters the equation of state P(P, T) (cf. $14).
The specific internal energy of a gas is affected to first order
availability

of nontranslational

energy

states.

Thus,

of

extra particles

an excited

by the

and ionizing

monatomic gas will have e = e,,an. + eCX.+ eiOn[see equation (14.11)],
and in
a gas that includes molecules one must allow for yet other terms in e,,i~,
Similar modifications
can be made for other thermodynamic
e,.O~,and e~iSSOC.
properties

such as specific

In the calculation

heats.

of transport

coefficients,

internal

excitation

and ion iza-

tion can contribute
significantly
to the transport of energy. For
when we calculate the heat flux vector in a gas we should account
the translational
ported

kinetic

by the

(30.26),

energy

translational

we should

and the

motions

energy

term should,

available

excitation

particles.

energy

Thus,

trans-

in place

of

write
q = P(; U2U)+

The second

internal

of the

example
for both

in principle.

to the particles

(32.59)

p(eexCU).
incJude

(electronic,

all forms

of nontranslational

rotational,

vibrational,

ioniza-

tion, dissociation).
The evaluation of this term is complicated
by the need
to specify how rapidly the internal energy transported
by a particle is
communicated

to other

particles

in its surroundings,

which

requires

amounts
of atomic cross-section
data to describe
the various
interactions
that can occur. In the absence of such data, resort

large

kinds
has

of

been

made to some rather artificial models [cf. (CL Chap. 1 I )1, and an wwOximate result known as the Eucke?z correction has often been used (H2,
$7.66).

We cite more accurate

detailed

in $33.

Another

of ionization

change

the

major

interparticle

effect

interaction

work for hydrogen-helium

from

in a strongly
a short-range

mixtures

ionized

gas is to

potential,

appro-

priate for neutral particles, to the long-range
Coulomb interaction;
as we
shall see in $33, this transition radically alters the temperature
dependence
earlier in $25, detailed analysis also
of both K and p. As was mentioned
shows that the finite time required to exchange
energy between translational and interns] excitation modes resu Its in a nonzero bu]k viscosity (C2,
$11.51),
33.

(H2,

$7.6c),

(VI, $10. S].

Evaluation of the Transport Coefficients

Tn order
equations

to calculate
(32.54)

the thermal

and (32.58),

conductivity

and the shear viscosity

we must solve the integral

equations

from

(32.36)
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and (32.37) for the scalar functions A(W, T) and B(%!, T). The standard
approach used to obtain these solutions is to expand A and B in a series of
for
the Sonine polynomials, which are orthogonal
of the form x“e–x’. Chapman
and Cowling use an
series of these polynomials and express the transport coefficients as

special polynomials,
weighting functions
infinite

ratios of infinite determinants
practical
value because
one
converges
necessary

(C2,
finds

$$7.51 and 7.52). Their results have
that the ratio of the determinants

very rapidly as rows and columns are added, so that it is actually
to consider only a few terms i n the expansion.
Alternatively,
A

and B can be expanded

in Sonine

polynomials

and the integral

equations

solved by application of a variational principle (H2, $$7.3 and 7.4). Jn their
full generality,
both methods are quite complicated,
and it would take us
too far afield to discuss
principle
to the simplest

them here. Instead we apply the variational
possible
trial functions
for A and B, which,

despite their simplicity,
yield precisely
the
are obtained from the other methods [cf. (B2,
THE VARrATIONAL

first-order
and 7.10)].

results

for both K and ~ can be cast into the

form
(33.1)

~=c[2JFG’3~-JF~(F)’3~1
Here H denotes
integral equation

either

K or W, and the function

F is the solution

J(F)=G,
where

as

PRINCIPLE

We show below that the expressions
general

same
$$7.9

~ is the Boltzmann

collision

of the

(33.2)

operator

(32.22).

Consider now how the value of H will change for small variations i3F of
F around its correct value as given by the exact solution of (33.2). Writing
out K = JFY (F) d3% in a form similar to equation
that i5K = 2 j 8F9(F) d’%, hence

(7.42),

it is easy to show

(33.3)
If F is, in fact, the solution of (33.2), then W = O. That is, H is stationary
with respect to small variations of F around its true form; therefore
it is
reasonable

to expect

that even an approximate

expression

for F will yield a

good estimate of F?.
In particular, suppose we choose a trial function FO, and write F = aFO,
where a is a variational parameter
to be determined
in such a way as to
optimize the value of H. The optimum choice of a is that for which H
is stationary with respect to variations in a. Thus, stm-ting with

H(a)

= C 2CK FOG d3% –CY2 .FO.Y(FO)d’%
[1

I

1

,

(33.4)
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that

N7(a)

= 2C

[J

FOG d’% –a

J

F@(Fo)

d’%

1

(33.5)

8CY=0.

which yields
(33.6)

@=(JFoGd3~)/(JFo~(Fo)d3w)
whence

the optimum

estimate

of H is

(33.7)
I F0.9(FO) d’%
J

We must now show that the expressions
actually

be cast into the form of (33.1).

for K and p given in 532 can
first K. From
.,

Consider

have
–:
thus (32.54)

~

K = (2k2T/3m)
by

Furthermore,

virtue

we

(33.8)

d’% =0,

A(%> T)% ’+o(%)

can be rewritten

(32.49)

as

~

of

A(W, T)%2(%2–~)fO(%)
A (%, T)%’=

(32.40),

d’%.
A(Q,

(33.9)

T)~,Q, = A,~~ ;

therefore
K = (2k2T/3m)
But recall

that Ai also satisfies

~

Ai%i(%’–;)fo(%)

(32.36);

K = (2k2T/3m)
Thus,

combining

(33.10)

K = (2k2T/3m)[2

and (33.11),

~Ai%i(%2-S)~o(%)

J

hence

AiY(Ai)

(33.10)

d34L
(33.10)

is equivalent

to
(33.11)

d’%.

we have
d’% – ~Ai~(Ai)

d’%]

(33-12)

which is clearly of the form (33.1) with F = Ai and G = %i (% ’–~)$o(%).
Consider now p,. We can cast (32.58) into a more useful form by defining
the traceless

tensor
% ~%,,. = %L%m – @

and by noting

2 tk

(33.13)

the identity
(Q;%m)(%:%m)=$%’>

(33.14)
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which

follows

81.. a,m =3.

directly

Then

by substitution

(32.58)

HYDRODYNAMICS

from

(33.13)

when

we recall

that

becomes

= &kT

J

B,,,,2~%~\O(%)

d3Q

(33.15b)

(33.15C)
where we have used (32.41)

and (32.37).

Combining

(33.15b)

and (33.15c)

we have

which

again

is

clearly

of

the

form

(33.1)

with

F = BIW, and

G =

2%:%,.+.(%].
CALCULATION

OF

K

AND

~

In order to apply (33.7) to (33.12) and (33.16) we must make an appropriate choice of the trial function FO in each case. In view of (32.40),
to
K we write

calculate

F = aFO= aA~ = CYAC)
%i
where a is the variational
Similarly,

to calculate

BO is a trial

where

parameter

w we choose,

function

for

Both AO and BO must be
restrictions
imposed by (32.43)

Bij in (32.35);

in fact

(33.17)

and AO is a trial function
bearing

for A(%,

B(%, T).
chosen such that @l will still
to (32.45) if we use our guesses

we can

T).

in mind (32.41),

impose

these

requirements

satisfy the
for Ai and

on each

trial

function separately.
If we do this, it is easy to see that the simplest choice
In this case we can
of B 0 that meets the requirements
is BO = constant.
absorb

is more
fails

to

the constant into a, and set BO= 1 in (33.18). The situation for AO
complicated.
The choice AO = constant is unsuccessful
because it
satisfy

(32.49),

which

is a consequence

of

(32.43)

to

(32.45).

Comparing
(32.36) and (32.40) leads one to suspect that A(%, T) should
be expanded in even powers of %, a conjecture
shown to be valid by the
Sonine
noting

polynomial
anafysis [cf. (C2, $7.5 l)]. Hence
that one of the constants
can be absorbed

parameter,
so that only their
into (32.49),
one finds that
(%2-:).

ratio matters.

(a/b) = –~;

we try AO = a -b% 2,
into the variational

substituting
this trial solution
hence in (33.17)
we set AO =

DYNA.MICS OF VISCOUS AND HEAT-CONDUCTING
Using

these

trial functions

2k2
[K], = ~

[1

in (33.7)

(%2-;)
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we find

d3% 2
1

2%2?.(%)

r)

[J
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(%2–$)%,9[%,(%2-$)

d’%

1

_ 2k2
—
-(–7 3 rn

1;
~’
(33.19)

and, recalling

(33. 14),

The notation emphasizes
tions to K and ~.
The integrals
tables,
we
complicated.

that these

expressions

1, and [3 are straightforward,

and with the help of standard

find 1, = ~ and 13 = 5. The integrals
12 and 14 are more
Consider first 12. Introducing the dimensionless
relative veloc-

it y y = (rrt/2kT)’ ‘2g, and using the definition
12= (2kT/m)’”

From
masses,

the

are only first approxima-

d %

J3J3

results

of

d %[

$

of J,

we have

cr(Q) dQ[~O(%)fO(%,)-y
(33.21)

$7 in dimensionless

form

for

particles

of equal

we can write
(33.22)

%+~,=~f+w=2r,
%2+%:

=% ’*+%;

*=2r=+;y2,

(33.23)

~=r+iy

(33.24a)

~f=r+iy’,

(33.24b)

and

where 17 is the dimensionless
have
where

~L=r–$Y

(33,24c)

ow zr–h’,

(33.24d)

center

of mass velocity.

d3@Ud3%l = (47ry2 dy)(4mr2
dcoy and ckor are the solid

Then

from (7.35)

dr)(daV/4m)(dti[-/4 m),

angles

describing

the orientations

we

(33.25)
of -y

and J7. Furthermore,
$0(~)+0(~1)

= n-3 exp [–(%2+

%?)]=

n-’

exp [–(2T2+*Y2)],
(33.26]

and
w’–:=(r’+iy

’–~+r.

r.

(33.27)
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From (33.22) one immediately
cal factor ~ in the square bracket
dropped

henceforth.

bracket,

we find

Next,

sees that all terms containing the numeriof (33.21) cancel one another and can be

if we expand

the remaining

terms

in the square

(33.28)

= (v. r)’–
x is the angle

where

between

(y’. r)’ +; Y’[Y. r–

(y’. r) cos x]

y and -y’, as usual. The product

of (33.26),

(33.27),
and (33.28)
must be integrated
over all dti,- for fixed y and y’.
Notice that all the terms in the parenthesis
of (33.27) are independent
of
the orientation
of r. When integrated over (dcor/4m), the product of these
terms

with those in (33.28)

the angles
angle

between

average

{COS2 +’)) -0,

of

must average

and the averages

(COS L/J}=(COS v’) = O. Here
fore, only the term
can yield a non
zero

to zero,

because

if @ and (b’ are

I’ and y, and betw~en 1’ and y’, respectively,
then the
y2r((cos2 @) –
the first two terms is of the form
of the

last two terms

we use the result from (7.8)

contain

the factors

that y’= y. There-

in y “ r from (33.27) survives, and it, in turn, clearly
average only with the two terms in the square bracket

0[ (33.28).
Let
vector

us now decompose
y’ into components
n perpendicular
to y; then
y’= (COSX]Y+

and

the

terms

to

be

integrated

over

along

y and along

y(sin xh,

dq.

are

a unit
(33.29)

~y2[(y - 112(:1 —COS2X) —

the last term
y sin x cos X(T o r)(n . I’)]. Because Y and n are orthogonal,
mLISt average to zero, and we thus need compute
only the integral of
~y4r2 COS2([(1 – COS2x). Hence

where

we have omitted

In (33.30),

the fourth

(33.21)

has been

reduced

to

over dtiv.

the trivial

integral

integral

is trivial;

the third

integral

is given

in

standard tables; and the second integral is cr(z)(y) as defined by equation
(7,24). “rhus, if we rewrite the first integral in terms of a new variable
we obtain, finally,
y2=;y=,
12=4(

kT/mn)”2

and hence

y’u[z)(y)e-”’

(33.31)

dy

.

[K]i=~(wk3T/m)’2
By an analysis

J“o

similar

to that outlined

/1 (1

y’o-(z)(y)e-’z

above

dy

(33.32)

it is not difficult to show that

DYNAMICS OF VISCOUS AND HEAT-CONDUCITNG

Id= [2, and therefore

(33.32)

and (33.33)
[K],

=:(kh)[wl,

‘$cu[w],

number

(33.33)

dy.

‘y ’o(z) (y)e-”

IL

we have amonatomic

which shows that the Prandtl

gas is
(33.34)

‘~CPIW]I,

for a monatomic

gas is

Pr = cp~/K = $
as stated
RESULTS

earlier

case

FOR SIMPLE

MOLECCLAR

is for rigid spheres,

MODELS

potential we can determine U(2)(Y) as
[K]l and [W], explicitly. “rhe simplest

for which

a(z) as given by (7.25)

this value into (33.33)

from the result

which

differs

of order

from (33.34].

(33.36)

d2)(n~kT/m)’12,

given by a mean-free-path

unity (57T/16 = 0.982).
Chapman

is a constant.

we obtain

[w],‘(5/16
factor

(33.35)

in $29.

For a given choice of an interparticle
described in $7, and hence evaluate
Substituting
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[w], ‘~(mmkT)”2
From
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and Cowling

Given

[K],,

calculate

analysis

[K],

only by a

can be computed

the correction

from the first

to the fourth degree of approximation
(which is essentially exact) and show
that [W]q= 1.01600[I-L]l,
[K]o= 1.02513[K]I,
and [K]d = 2.5225 [V]1CU.
The

next simplest

in (33.33),

model

is for an inverse-power

potential.

Using (7.26)

one finds

[~1=:(%7’’2(%72’’’/[‘3337)
A2(~):)1-:)l

where

[K]l

r denotes
is again

proportional

the standard

given
to T’

in terms

gamma

function.

of [+L]l by (33.34).

The

thermal

Both

conductivity

[W]l and [K]j

,s =++(2/a!).
Rigid-sphere

are

where

molecules

represent

agreement
with (33 .36). Chapman
that correct (33.37) to the second

(33.38)

the limit a ~ ~, in which case s -+ ~, in
and Cowling
approximation.

(C2,

173)

give formulae

The models discussed above are manifestly crude (although they agree
remarkably
well with experiment
for many gases). More realistic interaction potentials
allow for a strong repulsive term at small particle separations and a weak attractive term at large separations.
The calculation
of
transport coefficients
for sLIch potentials
is rather more complicated
than
for the models considered
above; the details are discussed extensively
in
(C2,

5510.4

and 10.5),

(H2,

$8.4),

and the references

cited

therein.
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IONIZED

OF RADIATION

HYDRODYNAMICS

GASES

The

results

tials.

For

derived
ionized

above
gases,

apply to neutral
the

interaction

gases

with short-range

is described

by the

potenCoulomb

potential, which has a = 1. For this value of a we expect from (33.38) that
both K and ~ will vary as T5’2, which is markedly
different from the
temperature
dependence
found in a neutral gas. This result can be understood

physically

by the following

dimensional

argument.

see that the thermal conductivity is proportional
the energy per particle, TV is the number density
free path,
numerical
section.

From

(29.23)

we

to (.2/T)PJA ( U) where E is
of particles, ,4 is the mean

and (U) is the average transport velocity. But (2/T) is merely a
factor, while Ah - A(/(lVm)- 1/m where o- is the collision cross

Writing

u = nd~ w’here dC is a typical collision radius, we estimate
a particle’s kinetic energy to the potential energy of the
~nt Uz = e2/dC,which implies that dCx U–2 and thus u ~ U–4.

dC by ecluating
interaction:
Hence

K–

(U)/U – U5; but

sees that the viscosity
dence.
Although
(33.37)

U-T

(33 ,38) gives the correct

cannot

be

“2, hence

K-

T5’2. From

coeflicien t will have the same

applied

temperature

immediate

(29.25),

temperature

dependence
A,(l)

y because

one

cfepen -

of K and ~,

calculated

from

(7.27) diverges. To prevent this divergence,
one must introduce
a cutoff
b,,,,,, in (7.16) and (7.27), for the saline reasons a cutoff was needed in the
calculations
of relaxation
times in $ 1(!. Once again we set bn,.X= D, the
Debye

length

[cf. ecluation

(10. 15)];

A2(I)
where

x = 4kTD/e2. With

one then finds

= 2[hl (~ +X2)–X2/(1

+X2)]

(33.39)

this value for A2 we can then write

[w], = ~(mkT/m)’’2(2kT/e2)

(33.40)

2/A,(l)

and
[K],

= (75/32) (k3T/mn)1’2(2kT/e2 )’/A2(l),

(33.41)

If we set m = rn. or m = rnp in (33.40) and (33.41),
we obtain transport
coefficients for a gas of pure electrons or protons respectively
(even though
that

K. =

(r?rp/m.)’’2K,,= 43KP, and p. = (mti/mp)’lz~,, = P.p/43, so that thermal

coTlby

such gases
duction

of course

is dominantly

protons. This
both electrons

do not exist
by electrons,

in nature).

We

and viscous

then

forces

notice

are dominated

is whal one would expect intuitively beCaUSe in equilibrium
and protons have the saline thermal kinetic energies, but the

electron random velocities, and hence the flLIx of electrons, are larger than
the proton velocities
by a factor of (mP/me)‘ ‘2, which inlplies that the
e{ectron
thermal
energy flLlx is larger by that factor.
In contrast,
for
viscosity it is momentum
transport
that matters,
and here the protons
dominate because their momenta in the macroscopic
flow are a factor of
(mO/m.) larger than the electrons’
momenta. Thus even though the proton
flux across a surface is a factor of (m./ml,)”2 smaller than the electron flux,
protons

still transport

more

momentum

by a net factor

.—-----

of (mu/me)’‘2.
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To obtain useful results for a real hydrogen
binary gas mixture of protons and electrons.
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plasma one must consider a
The theory then becomes

much more complicated,
and lies too far afield to discuss here, so we will
lmerel y quote results; the interested reader can refer to (C2, Chaps. 8 and
9) or (H2, $8.2) for details. Chaplman (Cl) has given a concise discussion of
transport coefficients for completely
ionized gases. He derives expressions
that give the ionic and electronic contributions
to both w and K in a form
that displays explicitly how each contribution
is affected by collisions of the
ions

and

electrons

completely

with

other

ions

ion ized pure hydrogen

and

electrons.

are that

The

final

results

for

and [K/Ke]l =

[W/Me], = 0.96

0.324, where ~P and K, are given by (33.40)
and (33.41).
These results
apply only in the first approximation;
in higher approximations
both the
basic computation
of I-L., I-L., K,, and K., and the formulae for combining
these

into transport

coefficients

for the mixed

gas become

more

compli-

cated. However,
because
w is dominated
by Ku, and K by K., it is
reasonable
to suppose that the next approximation
to K and ~ will behave
in much the same way as the next approximation
for K. and ~O. From the
formulae

given

by Chapman

and

Cowling

(C2,

173)

one

finds

[WP]2 =

1. 15[-LP], and [Ke]z = 1.25[KC],. Work by Landshof7 (L2), (L3) shows that
changes produced by yet higher approximations
are quite small.
A rather different approach was taken by Spitzer and H%-m (S3), who
solved numerically
the Fokker-Planck
equation for a completely
ionized
hvdrogen plasma; this approach accounts fully for all mutual interactions
among the ions and electrons
and provides an accurate nonequilibrium
distribution

function,

conductivity

Results

of the plasma

are presented

for the electrical

(but not its viscosity);

these

and thermal

results

are conve-

niently expressed
in terms of the conductivity
of a Loreruz gas (an
hvpothetica]
fully ionized gas in which the electrons
do not interact with
one another

and the protons

are at rest),

which is given by

K,a =40(2 k7T5/ir3m)T’2/e4in .k
where

.L is defined

rogen,

Spitzer

Planck

computation

by (10. 18].

and Harm

In an actual

calculate

i3~ = 0.225.

The

gradient

such a way as to produce

in a plasma

the
alters

a heat flux transported

latter

K = &-KL;

results

are found to be in good agreement

Chapman-Enskog
method provided that
sufflcientl y high degree of approximation.
A temperature

p} asma

(33.42)
for hyd-

of the Fokker-

with those from the
are carried

the velocity
by electrons;

out to a

distribution

in

this net flow

of electrons also implies that an electric current flows. But in a steady-state
plasma, no current lmust flow in the direction of the temperature
gradient
because it would rapidly rise without limit. “fiis paradox is resolved by
recognizing
that a secondary
electric
field is produced,
which exactly
cancels the current i ncluced by the temperature
gradient; at the same lime
it necessarily
reduces the heat flow. To account for these thermoelectric

ejfects the conductivity

K = &J-KLcalculated

thus far must be reduced

to an
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effective

conductivity

compute

& = 0.419.
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&K; for a pure hydrogen
[See

(S2, $5.5)

plasma

or (S3) for further

Spitzer

All of the results described above apply to completely
For partially ionized gases, the case of interest in most
the situation

is yet more

complex,

and Harm

discussion.]
ionized plasmas.
stellar envelopes,

and we can only cite results.

Extensive

calculations
for w and K for a partially ionized plasma of hydrogen and
helium over a wide range of temperatures
and pressures
have been
tabulated and discussed
lations of the thermal
improved

interaction

in detail by Edmonds (El). Comprehensive
conductivity
in hydrogen-helium
plasmas,
cross

sections

and

fourth-order

calcuusing

Chapman–Enskog

theory have been made by Uhnschneider
(Ul). The results are given in
graphical form for a wide range of temperatures
and pressures.
In conclusion
it is worth remarking
that energy transport
by thermal
conduction

is usually

most stellar

negligible

atmospheres

in comparison

and envelopes

with radiative

[cf. Tables

transport

2 and 3 of (El)].

important exception arises in stellar coronae where million-degree
atures

imply a high thermal

densities
efficiency.

conductivity,

and these

temperatures

in

The

temperand low

imply a high degree
of ionization
and hence
low radiative
In the same vein, viscosity plays an important role in determin-

ing shock structure, but as WaS mentioned
earlier, these structures cannot
normally be resolved observationally
or numerically.
Even so, accurate
viscosity coefficients
prove very useful in a variety of applications,
for
example,

estimates

of wave damping.
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